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Problem Statement
The national lefense 3trategy of flexible response relies upon th-?

demonstrated ability to rapidly deploy forces in support of our natio-ia
interests. For this strategy to be credible, the Department of Defense
(OD)) must rely upon U.S. commercial air carriers for a significant
contribution to our strategic airlift capability.

Finding/Conclusions:

1. Three long-term factors--fuel price, noise abatement and airline
deregulation--combined with a prolonged business downturn have set into
motion forc::es which will ;ignificantly transform the airline industry.

2. No new long-rangi cargo aircraft are on order by domestic airlines,
and none are expected.

3. Without governme it intervention, the long-range air cargo fleet will
continue to shrink. Ove the past 7 years, nearly one-third of freighter
sales and leases have be n to foreign operators and thus lost to the CRAF.

4. Up to forty- erc nt of the existing CRAP cargo fleet could be lost
by 1935, primarily r ie t) noise abatement regulation.

5. The CRAF Enhancenent Prooram--the inclusion or retrofitting of cargo
capability into passenger aircraft--is a cost-effective method of obtaining
standby cargo capability.

6. The only wide-body aircraft presently on order by domestic airlines
is the Boein B-767. The B-767 offers potential as a cargo aircraft, hut

( cargo capability will not be built into the airframes unless DOD pays the
costs.

Recommendations
1. In orler to retain the existing CRAF capability, DOD should assist

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in seeking relief from the noise
provisions of the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979 for cargo
cargo capable DC-8s commited to CRAF. The requested relief should be
effective through 1990.

2. DOD should proceed with the retrofit of 25 8-747 aircraft as
contained in the Air Force FY 84 budget submission.

3. Maximu= effort should be expended to include cargo capability in all
new commercial wide-body passenger aircraft produced for domestic airlines.

4. DOD should negotiate standby waivers with the FAA to certain
Regulatory provisiot s, such as the two engine 60 minute rule, which would
unnecessarily negat the utility of new aircraft to the national strategic

airlift needs duric a national emergency.
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EXE)CXUrVE SUMMARY

Our national defense strategy of deterrence relies upon our ability to
rapidly deploy forces. For this strategy to be credible, the Department of
Defense (DOD) must rely upon commercial air carriers for significant airlift

capability.

,This study reviews ti impact of events acting upon the domestic airline
industry and the reaction of commercial air cargo carriers to those events.
It reviews generic forces such as fuel prices, envirornmental regulation, and
airline deregulation as w.i[ as trends specific to the air cargo sector such
as the shift in the types of air cargo shipped and the growth in aircraft
lower deck capacity. The impact of these events are interpreted relative to
the possible and probable ipact they will have on the ability of the
comnercial air cargo carriers to support the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)
rogram through 1990. The study reviews ictions taken to date by DOD to
increase the domestic air cargo fleet tht uigh the Civil Reserve 4ir Fleet
(C'RP) Enhancement Program, and new appr, iches available in the tuture.
Pinally it reviews the caoability of the )nly wide-body aircraft presently on
orler by domestic airlinEc, the Boeing B- 767, to provide strategic airlift

augentation.

The more significant -onclusions of ti e study are summarized as follows:

i. Three long term factors--fuel price, noise abatement and airline
deregulation--combined with a prolonged business downturn have set into motion
forces which will significantly transform the airline industry.

2. No new long-rang -argo aircraft are on order by domestic airlines,
and none are expected.

3. Without government intervention, the long-range air cargo fleet will
continue to shrink. Over the past 7 years nearly one-third of freighter sales
and leases have been to foreign operators and, thus, lost to the CRAF.

4. Up to forty percent of the existing CRAF cargo fleet could be lost by
199, primarily due to noie abatement legislation.

5. The CRAF Enhancer nit Program--the inclusion or retrofittting of cargo
capability into passenger aircraft--is a cost-effective method of obtaining
standby cargo capability. For the CRAF Enhancement Program to be effective,
continuity in funding and political support as well as flexibility in the
manner of program execution are required.

5. 'Te only wide-body aircraft presently on order by domestic airlines is
the Boeing B-767. The B-767 may offer potential as a cargo aircraft, but
cargo capability will not be built into the airframes unless the Department of
Defense (DOD) pays for the costs.
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CHAPFER I

SPJDY W.KGRFOND

Introduction

The capability to rapidly deploy military forces maqnifies the

effectiveness of those forces as a deterrent. Strategic mobility capability

has evolved over the years to become a cornerstone of our forward defense

strategy. Air transport has evolved as the primary method of deployment for

early-moving ground and air forces. The importance of this concept stems from

a conscious reappraisal of how the United States would support its NA°IO and

other comnitments throughout the world. Since the bulk of military forces are

stationed in the United States, rapid transport of early arriving forces to

Europe or other world contingency areas is a critical mission which must be

undertaken by the Military Airlift CommanJ (MAC) and the other transportation

operating agencies.

Since 1975, the Department of Defense (DOD) has documented in seventeen

major studies a shortfall in cargo movement capability. The Congressionally

andated Mobility Study (CNMS) identified a siqnificant cargo airlift

shortfall applicable to four separate representative major contingency

scenarios. The CMMS recommended immediate action to add 20 million ton miles

per day of intertheater cargo airlift above a baseline force capability which

included the C-5A wing modification, additional C-141/C-5A spares and crews,

the Civil Reserve hir Fleet (CRAF) Enhancement Program, the C-141 stretch

program, the SL-7 fast sealift program, six Prepositioned Material Configured

to Unit Sets (POCUS) in Central Europe, additional USAF and USMC
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prepositioning in WA'rO and the Maritime Prepositioning Ship program for a two

brigade-sized Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGrF). Since the baseline force

assumed approximately 5 million ton miles per day of additional CRAF

capability, the actual deficit in airlift capability is approximately 25

million ton miles pet day. 'The study clearly documents that currently

iv~ilable military and co. meroial, air and sealift assets are insufficient to

react as qui-:kly as necessary to early movement requirements. 2 This paper

will concentrate on the capabilities of the commercial airline industry to

contribute to strategic mobility.

'iil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)

Military resources, alone, are insufficient to meet total cargo airlift

requirements. Moreover, it has been determined too costly to maintain a level

of organic military capability in peacetime sufficient to satisfy all

requirements. For over three decades, tnerefore, DOD has planned for the

co mercial airline industry to augment military airlift in emergencies.

Recognition that an effective strategic mobility system must be based on

agreements between the military and the commercial sector is embodied in the

CRAF program. This program establishes a procedure whereby selected

commercial airlift caoabilities are identified for commitment to DOD during

emgenc ies.

The CRAF program is a partnership between the Govcerment and the airline

indu.try that has existed for three decades. The Secretary of Transportation

is currently responsible under Executive Order 11490, as amended, for

developing plans to utilize civil air transportation resources to meet civil

and military needs during national defense-oriented emergencies. The program

2
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currently operates under the auspices of a revised 7 May 1981 emorandum of

Understanding between DOD and the Department of Transportation.

Under this program, certificated United States civil air carriers enter

into annual contracts with DOD and voluntarily commit their United States

registered aircraft. DOD determines the number and types of civil air carrier

aircraft needed to auqment military airlift resources. The Department of

Transportation (DOT) establishes priorities and allocates civil air carrier

aircraft to DOD. The Secretary of the Air Force, through his designee, the

Co.rmander-in-Chief, Military Airlift Command, (CI-[MAC) , administers the CRAP

program for the Air Force. CrNCMAC is the operational point of contact for

all CRAF program activities, incluJing mission control and policy

implementation.

The program is divided into three stages and may be incrementally

activated to augment DOD organic airlift capability to meet airlift

requirements up to and inclding the most demanding emergency. The three

stage activation procedure provides for efficient utilization of civil airlift

resources with mini-num disruption to civil commercial services.

The stage:; of activation are as follows:

Stagt, T: Long-range aircraft are furnished to DOD to support

expanded military airlift requirements. Commander-in-Chief, Military Airlift

Command has the authority to activate this stage. Stage I is designed to have

minimum disruption on commercial service. This airlift capability is

available within 24 hours.

Stage II: The Secretary of Defense, or his designated

representative, has the authority to activate this stage in order to provide

3



additional civil airlift augmentation during an emergency not requiring

national mobilization. This stage provides a significant increase in

augmentation without resorting to the declaration of national emergency or

full mobilization. This capability is also available within 24 hours.

Stage III: These airlift resources are activated by an order from

the Secretary of Defense, but only after the President or Congress has

declared a national emergency. This airlift is to be available within 49

hours.

The following table shows the composition of the CRAF as of January 1983.

The totals will vary slightly from month to month.

TABLE 1-I

CRAF COMPSITION--JANUARY 1983

Stage I Sae 11 Stave I H
Domestic -30 30
Alaskan - 11

Short Range Intl - - 16
Long Range Intl (PAX) 3 27 215
Long Range Intl (CGO) 47 (25)* 47 (25)* **115 (73)*

MrOAL 50 104 387

*Number in parenthesis are convertible airframes.

"*Represents cumulative totals from Stage I and II.

Source: Hq MAC Monthly CRAF Capability Summary.

(
This long standing CRAF relationship between DOD and the airline industry

has been mutually beneficial. The program provides DOD with a large potential

airlift capability for emergency use. For example, the CRAF fleet, when fully

activated, accounts for 90% of troop deployment capability and 35% of the air

4



cargo movement ca )ability available to MAC for NA70 contingency.3 In

return, the air c irriers, throuch peacetime participation in DOD contracts,

may earn compens :ory revenues.

Statement Of The roblem

Despite the t ose cooperation between DOD and DOT, and the active

participation of he air carriers in the CRAF program, the combined

capabilitie3 of P)D and the commercial sector fall exhrt of national Jefense

needs. There are several problems in the commercia- sector which could

aggravate the zargo airlift shortfall and signifiza ,tly reduce the strategic

airtift capaoility contributed by the air carriers.

The purpose of this paper is to review current airline industry issues

which na, impact upon the contribution made by the airlines to the CRAF

program. In the course of the paper the following will be examined:

I. Current dynamics in the industry to include the impacts of

ieregiulation and other economic factors.

2. The impacts Df aircraft sales and leases by CRAF participating

airlines which co-ild degrade CRAP availability and capability.

3. ,overnment orograms to incentivize airlines to acquire cargo

c nvert iota aircraft.

4. The production of new aircraft presently being introduced into the

airli-es and their potential for inclusion in the CRAF.

1 .portance Of The study

As our national defense strategy shifted from massive retaliation to

flexible response, with emphasis on rapid deployment of conventional forces,
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significant cargo shnct-falls in our organic military airlift capability were

highlighted. With limited defense budgets, military planners were forced to

increase their depedience on commercial airlift. Thday a significant portion

of our total airlift capability, some 400 aircraft, resides in CRAF.

CRAP is currently an integral part of military contingency plans involving

ma sive airlift; however, because of prohibitive cost it has never been fully

exercised or implemented. Accordingly, some decisionmakers have questioned

whether CRAF assets can be relied upon during a national emergency. Much of

this concern has been centered on the availability of aircraft--especially

large wide-body long-range cargo freighters.

Given the current turbulence and depressed econoxaic conditions in the

airline industry, questions that now arise are: Can the industry continue to

maintain its level of participation to the CRAF program? Will the long

standing partnership between Defense and the airline industry begin to show

signs of strain due to forces within or beyond the control of airlines? This

paper will attempt to address these vital questions.

Saoe Of Study

Foremost consideration will be given to long-range international carlo

type aircraft due to their contribution to strategic deployment.

leb consideration will be given to short-range international, the domestic,

or the Alaskan segments of CRAP. Aircraft associated with these segments are

not capable of worldwide deployment of U.S. forces.

The study is restricted to cargo carrying aircraft and will not address

passenger carrying aircraft since there are ample numbers of these aircraft to

accmplish planned passenger movements.

6



Initially the storage of airline aircraft was considered a factor which

could affect support to CRAF. A closer examination, however, revealed this

was not an issue since few long range aircraft and virtually no cargo aircraft

are being stored.

Sources Of Data And Methodology

The infor-nation contained in this study is from both primary and other

sources. Reports of Nir Transport Association of America, Civil Aeronautics

Board, Department of Transportation, Headquarters United States Air Fbrce,

Military Airlift Command, Military Traffic Management Command, independent

financial analysts, and Boeing Aircraft Company are the main sources of

information.

The basic methodology employed involves an analysis of the literature,

reports, economic st lies, symposiums and panel discussions. Interviews with

government and industry representatives were also conducted. Information was

received from 3irline officials, iianufacturers, and trade associations.

Discussions of methodologies employed for specific portions of this study will

be contained in the appropriate chapter.

7
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CHAPTER II

MAJOR FcIOrRs IMPAcING AIRLINE OPERATIONS

introduction

United States domestic air carriers must conduct business in an economic,

social, and political environment. In many respects, this environment shapes

and molds the industry and Jictates its final form. Recognizing the

signifi :ant contribution male by the domestic air carriers to the nation's

strategic mobility capability, Department of Defense (DOD) needs periodically

to carefilly review significant trends and be cognizant of their impact on the

airline industry. Without sucli a review and understanding of these iipacts,

an assumed Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) capability cou-ld quickly dliminish.

This chapter addresses three long term factors--fuel price, noise abatement

lelislation, and deregulation--which are having a profound effect on the

airlines operating environment, and will have a significant impact on the

shape of the airline industry for the foreseeable future.

( Fuel

Almost no business sector has been exempt from the impacts of rapidly

rising petroleum prices. The airline industry has been affected more severely

than most because fuel makes up such a large portion of the industry's

operating costs. According to figures released by the Air Transport

Association in 1981, fuel accounted for 30% of total operating expenses.

The jet fuel situation and the related cost squeeze has been viewed by many as

the most critical problem faced by the U.S. airline industry.1 The

I8
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astronomical rise in fuel costs since 1973 will be the key to the industry's

future strength and growti in the decade of the 1980's.

Since the fuel crisis of 1973-1974, the airlines have experienced

significant fuel cost inc::eases. The cost of airline fuel was approximately

12 cents per gallon before the increase in price of crude oil decreed in 1973

by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Since that time,

jet fuel prices !,ive risen about 800 percent.
2

The industry iverage price per gallon of fuel in 1974 amounted to 24.2

cents, nearly double the price in 1973 (See Table Il-l). More increases

continueJ in subsequent years, and in 1979, the price of fuel was again

significantly increased.
3

At the end of 1979, the average cost per gallon had grown to 74 cents for

domestic operations and 82 cents for the international operations. The price

of jet fuel in December 1979 averaged 75 cents for the overall industry,.4

TABLE II-1

AVERAGE PRIE PER GALLON O' AIRLIN4E 'UEL

Year* Domestic Int'l Total Per Cent Increase
16.6 12.8 11.3

1974 21.8 33.6 24.2 89.1
1975 27.5 35.8 29.1 20.2
1976 30.5 36.7 31.6 8.6
1977 35.3 40.1 36.2 14.6
1978 38.6 42.5 39.2 8.3
1979 56.4 63.4 57.5 47.2

*Beginning of the year.

Source: Air Transport Association of merica
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In 1980, the industry used 10,643,000 gallons for an average cost of 89.5

cents per gallon and in 1981 consumption dropped to 9,750,000 gallons at a

cost of 104.2 cents per gallon. Perhaps the most positive development during

1981 wz; the slowing of the long, rapid climb in the price of fuel. Although

the dec)ntrol of domestic crude prices sparked a sudden surge in fuel prices

in the 3pring of 1981, the oil glut and subsequent price weaken ng resulted in

a stan 3till and finally a modest reduction in jet fuel prices 'I mid-year. 6

In [982, the easing of fuel cost continued. The glut of oi' inventories

and ti reduced demand from the industry kept the price of fuel in a modestly

downwar i path for most of the year. This resulted in fuel pric, s being down

about 1) cents at the end of 1982.
7

Ho% 3Bver, a note of caution has been expressed by governinent and industry

analy-s who forecast that economic growth by developing nation- is expected

to out: ice that of industrialized nations of the free world. 'i s growth

cold reverse the current trend toward flat or declining jet fuel prices and

cause increases of more than 7 percent annually in real terms beginning in the

middLe -part of this decade.
8

T-ie Department of Energy's Energy Information Administration predicts an

even greater cumulative impact from economic growth by less developed

nations. Their forecast for 1990 shows jet fuel priced at $1.50 per gallon in

1980 dollars. (See Figure II-1) It also predicts an average annual rise in

the price of jet fuel of 7.3 percent in 1980 dollars from 1985-1990 and an

average of 4.3 percent annually from 1990-1995. 9

10
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JET FUEL PRICE IN 1980 DOLUARS

$2. 10 Assumptions:
...... Upper limit of crude-oil price

2.30 uncerctainty range produced by
Energy Dept analysis of devia-

2.20 tions from its forecast by industry
and academic institution forecasts.

2.1I0 -

Energy Dept forecast based
2.00 - on 2.8% real economic growth

each year by the developed /
1.90 . nations and up to 4.8% real

growth in the GNP of developing
1.80 - nations annually.

1.70 -

- ---- Lower limit of crude-oil

1.60 - price uncertainty range.

1.50 -

1.40 -

1.30 -

1.20 -

1.10 -

$1.00-*

1980 1985 1990 1995

FIGURE II-I

*Average of Monthly Figures for January-November, 1981, Civil Aeronatics Board

Source: Aviation Week and Space Technology
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To illustrate the impact of fuel costs, each one cent per gallon increase

in the price of jet fuel adds about $110 million to airline industry operating

costs. As fuel prices increases they also account for a larger share of

airline total operating expenses. Fuel in 1981 accounted for 30.4 percent of

airline total operating expenses compared with only 12.6 percent in 1971.

Accordinily, high fuel costs have been a significant factor for the eleven

carriers making up the major airline group who are likely to report a

collective deficit approaching $400 million for their 1982 operations. This

will be the third consecutive year of red ink for this group.I0 As a

result, the airlines are looking towards more fuel efficient aircraft to

modernize their fleets.

Noise Abatement

The environmental movement of the 70's produced national concern for a

quality of life issue which has had, and will continue to have, a

particularly important effect on the airlines. That issue is noise. This

concern manifested itself in restriction on aircraft noise levels as

legislated in the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979. The

airlines must meet a Department of Transportation timetable for compliance

with Federal Aviation Admiistration (FAA) noise standards outlined in Federal

Air Regulations (FAR-36) that set maximum noise levels for takeoffs and

landings. :Jnder the compliance schedule, one-quarter of narrow-body, four

engine jets had to ciform by the end of 1980, one-half must comply by the end

of 1983, and the remainder by January 1985. Aide-bodies and two-and

three-engine jets must meet a 50% compliance requirement by the end of 1983.

The three methods the airlines can employ to meet the regulations for

the-r' complying airframes are: retrofitting engines, replacing engines, or

12
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replacing the aircraft. Nearly all aircraft acquired since 1974 already

conform with the noise guidelines. None of the B-707s comply, and some early

B-747s and two-and three-engine jets also do not. The B-707s are expected to

be replaced by newer models before the 1985 deadline. Some of the stretch

OC-8s are being given new engines and some of the older B-727s and B-737s and

all of the wide-bodies will be retrofitted with noise-suppressing and sound

absorption materials.11 According to the Federal Aviation Administration

nearly 50% of the fleet used by U.S. domestic aircraft operators complied with

FAA's 1977 aircraft noise regulations in January 1981 and that number is

expected to climb to 73% by 1983. An updated report of the fleet compliance

status of U.S. doires tic operators published in the Federal Register of

6 August 1981 shows that many four-engine narrow-body models such as the

B-707, 8-720, and DC-8 will bt removed from domestic service by the . January,

1985 deadline. Exceptions are the 74 stretch DC-8s currently scheduled for

reengining. 12 (See Table 11-2)

It is clear that complianc=e with federal anti-noise regulations is playing

in important role in fleet pl inning and replacement. The size and

capabilities of the fleet of -he future will unquestionably impact on

mobilization potential and capacity.

Deregulation

Since the passing of the Airline Deregulation Act in October 1978, the

airline industry has been significantly affected. This deregulation gives

airlines more flexibility and has resulted in increased route and fare

13
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competition. The orginators of the Deregulation Act had the following

objectives for the new law:

a. To make available a variety of economic, efficient, and low-priced

services.

b. To place maximum reliance on competitive market forces and on actual

potential competition to provide air transportation.

c. To prevent anticompetitive practices and conditions that would allow

carriers to increase prices unreasonably, reduce services, or exclude

competition.

d. To maintain systems for small coimnunities and isolated areas.

e. To encourage entry into new markets by existing new carriers.
1 4

[he legislation, which called for the systematic dismantling of the Civil

Aeronautics Board (CAB) and the powers entrusted to it, has opened the way for

free-market forces to govern routes and prizing. As a result, the route

systems of all carriers have been substantially restructured, carriers have

far-reaching flexibility in setting rates, and a number of -r-:rely n+.

airline operators have emerged. The new law provided for the gradual

phase-out of the CAB's economic regulatory powers as well as the eventual

demise of the CAB by the beginning of 1985. However, some residual control

over carriers affairs will remain with the government. Areas such as

antitrust authority over airline operations and mergers, control over

subsidies, consumer affairs matters, and safety and technical matters will be

distributed to the Justice Department, Department of Transportation, Federal

Trade Commission, and Federal Aviation Administration officers as

appropriate. 15

With deregulation having removed previous barriers to market entry and
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pricing flexibility, the industry has become more susceptible to swings in the

business cycle. This is especially true in the manner in which fare cutting

has 5een used as a tool to attract traffic. As a result, carrier revenues

have been diluted by widespread fare cutting and a decline in revenue yield

per passenger-mile is in evidence. 16

Economic Environment

During the period 1979 through 1981 the airline industry experienced the

worst three-year period in its history. 17 According to the December 1982

Standard & Poor's survey of the U.S. Air Transoort Industry, American airline

companies are now entering 1993 in a state of considerable financial stress

following another year (1982) of great adversity for many carriers. ne

suc.ession of losses since 1979 has produced a declining cash flow, decreased

shareholders equity, damaged liquidity, and suostantially increased debt, both

lonl-and short-term. Overall, the financial position of the major airline

companies has been seriously weakened. 1 8 In 1982, Braniff International

became the first major carrier to file for bankruptcy in the history of the

airline industry. Additionally, four other airlines, Eastern, Pan Amerian,

Continental, and Western found it necessary to reach new agreements with

creditors when they were unable to comply with the terms of loan
19

agreements.

The passage of the Airline Deregulation Act in October 1978 combined with

the rapid fuel price increases, noise abatement regulation, and business

recession have set in motion what promises to be a complete transformation of

the U.S. airline industri.

16



Summary

The three long-term factors discussed--fuel price increases, noise

abatement, and derrgulation--have combined in a synerqistic manner causing a

profound effect on the environment in which the airline industry must

operate. This changing environment has had a more penetrating and iniediate

impact on the indistry because the changes have coincided with a prolonged

1)usiness downturn.

17
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CHAPTER III

THE EK)LVING AIR CARGO INDUSTRY

Introduction

The previous chapter examined the major factors which are causing rapid

changes in the airline industry. This chapter examines the current dynamics

of those and other factors within the air cargo sector of the airline industry

to determine the impact of current cargo sector trends upon the ability of the

i-idustry to provide augmentation to the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF). In

irt One of this chapter trends critical to the cargo sector will be

lentified and analyzed. These trends are then examined to determine if they

support the thesis that the U.S. long-range air cargo fleet is undergoing

substantial change that could reduce air cargo movement capability available

to the CRAF in an emergency. Part Two examines the results of current

industry trends on the composition of the U.S. air cargo fleet to determine if

a loss of CRAF cargo capability is occurring and if so, how. Part Three

presents conclusions drawn from the analysis.

t

Part I: Trends

The air cargo industry underwent dramatic change in the decade of the 70s

that will continue to reshape its member companies and their capital equipment

requirements throughout the '80s. Three trends predominated which individually

and in combination have proved to be a significant detriment to the major air-

line's ability to provide augmentation to the long-range cargo portion of the

CRAP. First, a trend which has profoundly affected the industry over the past

18



decade is the large-scale withdrawal of the major airlines from all-cargo

service. Secondly, the air cargo business is becoming segmented into two

distinct markets--the time-sensitive, small package market and the heavy (over

70 pounds) bulk shipment market. Finally, the competitive environment is

changing significantly with the entrance of aggressive, efficient newcomers

requiring primarily smaller, non-CRAF capable aircraft.

Aithdrawa[ Of The Major Nirlines

An understanding of the position occupied by the air cargo business within

the airline industry is needed to fully appreciate the major airlines reduced

presence in this market. For most airlines, the air cargo business is largely

ancilliary to their main business of moving passengers. While freight

operations provided an average of 5.6% of 1981 total revenues, they represent

only about 2.2% of the total revenue miles flownI and have an erratic record

of profitability.2 The trend toward reduced major airline presence was

started in 1972-73 by Delta and Eastern Airlines when they cancelled their

DC-8 and Hercules cargo service. Trans Aorld Airlines followed a short time

later by grounding their 12 B-707 freighters. By late 1982, only American,

'Northwest, Pan A.erican and United among the major airlines were operating

freighter aircraft.3 The total number of freighters operated by the 'najor

airlines had shrunk to just 35 by I January 1983. On February 22, 1983, Pan

American further reduced its participation in the all-cargo business to a

single airframe when it swapped four of its five remaining B-747 freighters

for three of Flying Tigers passenger versions of the same aircraft. The

overall effect has been a decline in all cargo airframe mileage flown by the

19
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major airlines of some 48% in the past ten years.4 In our opinion, this

trend toward a reduced presence in the all-cargo market is largely the result

of the thre factors previously discussed in Chapter II -- deregulation of the

airline indLstry by the Carter Administration 1978, the eightfold increase in

iviation fu 1 costs between 1973 and 1985 and federal airport noise

restriction:--plus the increased volume of belly cargo capacity available in

t-oday's widf-body airline fleet.

Deregulatior

Prior to deregulation, government imposed operating restrictions

effectively stifled competition within the air cargo market allowing the

scheduled airlines to dominate. Potential competitors were limited to

operation of aircraft whose cargo capacity did not exceed 7500 pounds. 6

Since deregulation, however, substantially increased competition has developed

from new, efficient and expanding operators who can now fly any type of cargo

aircraft they so choose, with great pricing flexibility and over a much wiler

route structure than ever before. The decontrol of pricing allows these

smaller operators to take advantage of lower overhead and labor costs and

places the major airlines at a competitive disadvantage in many markets.

Decontrolling the route structure also allows every operator an equal

opportunity to service major cargo destinations that had once been the

province of the industry giants alone. Failing to recoqnize, in a timely

manner, the consequences of deregulation, many of the major airlines lost

market share rapidly.

20



Fuel Costs

The dramatic rise in jet fuel prices from an average of $.13 per gallon in

1973 to $1.04 per gallon in 1981 has been a major factor in the withdrawal

from the all-cargo market by the major air carriers. As a percentage of total

operating expenses, fuel has risen from 12.6% in 1971 to 30.4% in 1981.7

Combined with leveling demand, excess capacity, increasingly expensive

financing and growing competitive pressures, fuel costs have forced the

airlines to cut back in marginal areas. As a result, :,ost of the major

carriers have abandoned the all-cargo sector to the more efficient freight

operators and have sold or leased their cargo aircraft.

Due to current 4orld economic conditions and the failure of the

Organization of Petroleum Fxporting Countries (O I) to agree on production

quotas ind stable pricing policies, there has been a 3teady retrenchment in

oil prices in recent months. As rising prices were detrimental to airline

participation in CRAP cargo operations, conversely, a significant reduction in

jet fuel price coald now augur well for CRAF cargo capability. When the

alrport noise reduction regulations were originally -stablished in 1978,

operators of the older, high-noise B-707 and DC-8 freighters knew it would

mean expensive re-engining or the end of service for tie majority of the

narrow body cargo fleet by January 1, 1985. Most believed that in light of

then steadily rising fuel costs, these relatively inefficient aircraft wouli

be operationally uneconomical and thus grounded or sold long before that

date. The recent reversal in the trend of fuel prices, and forecasts for

further reductions, could enable these older aircraft to again become

economically competitive. if the re-born viability of these aircraft leads to
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enough industry pressure to extend the 1985 deadline, to modify the

requirements or to provide waivers, the CRAF may yet retain a significant

portion of the narrow body cargo leet until improved economic conditions

permit a permanent solution such is re-engining or replacement by a new

aircraft. In any case, the flut iating price of fuel will continue to be a

major factor in airline industry participation in the all-cargo sector and in

availability of such equi ent for the CRAF.

Belly Cargo Capajity

The introduction of wide-body aircraft with their spacious cargc holds

:rrovided the airline industry with substantially increased bulk cargo carrying

capability and flexibility. As a result, much of the cargo traffic still

carried by the major airlines has been shifted from freighter decks to the

belly compartments of regularly scheduled passenger flights. 8 This allows

the airlines to increase aircraft load factors, spread operational costs over

a )roader base and carry small cargo lots on a marginal cost basis much as

special fares are used to fill unsold passenger seats. Indeed, the belly

capacity now available exceeds the total commercial bulk cargo space require-

ment to such an extent that an estimated 50-60% of existing cargo hold capacity

travels empty. 9 Available belly capacity, combined with the leveling off of

large item, long-range cargo shipments, resulted in underutilization of

freighter deck space and thus contributed to the subsequent reduction in

freighter operations by the major airlines. This significant unused bulk

capacity will have to be used before industry interest, if any, will turn to

acquisition of additional new freighters. It could take a number of years at

the currently projected rate of cargo volume growth for this to happen.
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Industry Segmentation

7he composition of the air carqo market has also been changing rapidly in

recent years. After years of relatively stable operations movinq high-volume

bulK cargo, the high-tech information revolution hit the air cargo market with

smaller, lighter packages that required extra-fast handling.

The Small Package Sector

The big story in the air cargo revolution has been the rapid growth of the

time-sensitive, small package market while overall growth of air cargo ship-

ments has been sl'ugqish. Frederick W. Smith, Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer of Federal Zxpress Corporation, cites six basic reasons for the rapiJ

growth of the timne-sensitive, small package market and for high expectations

for its further growth. First, breakdowns of microprocessors upon which many

of today's high technolyly machines are dependent, are so costly in terms of

lost productivity that the value of moving spare parts to repair them far

exceeds the cost of the transportation to move them. Second, air cargo

systems have inherently less "friction" in them than the more traditional

transport syste.ms. Third, the continued profusion of U.S. industrial plants

f vors rapid and indiscriminate distribution of goods moving in high priority

t-ansportation systems. Fourth, managers, in recognition of the high costs of

t.±chnloqical obsolescence, are striving to minimize high technology

( inventories. Fifth, the shift from an industrial to a service-based society

will continue to increase the demand for movement of time-certain,

tume-sensitive items. And sixth, nothing can replace the ability of

time-sensitive cargo delivery systems to give the industrial sector of our

23
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society the flexibility needed to meet changing conditions.10 Nin'ety-five

percent of all items moving in the time-sensitive, small package market are

individual pieces. While the top weight in this sector is 70 pounds

the average shipment is less than five pounds and consists of paper products

,oving in support of the "white collar revolution."11 The overnight

delivery sector is by far the fastest growing portion of this market,

currently growing at a rate of approximately 20% annually.12 Meeting the

demands of this market has proven to be a task for which the major scheduled

airlines are ill-equipped. iince most of their capacity is concentrated

during daytime hours, the prerequisite promise of overnight delivery service

is largely unachievable.

Large Item Sector Stagnation

Substantial growth in sectors of the air cargo industry, other than the

time-sensitive, small package sector, is not expected. In fact, although the

total freight market grew at an average rate of 6% luring the 1970s, overall

cargo ton-miles have been declining over the past three years due in large

part to poor economic conditions. Thn-miles flown for 1980 and 1981 declined

3.8% and 1.2% respectively, with a further drop of 4-5% projected for

1982.13 FAA estimates of future U.S. air cargo traffic (Revenue Cargo

ton-milies) for the period 1983-1993 reflect slow growth at an average annual

rate ranging from approximately 3 1/2% to 7%14 Our survey and discussions

with executives of airlines currently participating in the CRAF program

confirmed expectations of a relatively level, or at best slowly growing,

overall air cargo market in the near term.
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T'he Changing Competitive Environment

The withdrawal of major airlines and increasing market segmentation have

opened the air cargo industry to unprecedented competitive pressures. The

industry members are changing and with them the equipment used. The result is

clearly not conpatible with providing the long range cargo airlift needed in

the CRAF progrim.

4ew Mlarket Entrants

The rapil levelopment of the time-sensitive, small package market and its

attendant requirments, coupled with the retrenchment of the scheduled airlines

from the all-carqo market, has induced many of the major freight forwarders to

icquire or contract for their own cargo fleets and to conduct line hail

operations themselves. John Fnery, Vice President of Emery Worldwide,

estimates that four years 3go eighty percent of Emery's cargo still flew on

scheduled :J.S. carriers. Today, more than ninety percent noves in company

planes. 1 5 As could be expected, the entry of the freight forwarders into

line haul operations has meant the loss -if a substantial 3mount of both

freight and belly cargo business formerly provided by the freight forwarders

and increased competition in the existing market. The increasing numbers of

regional air carriers also adds additional cargo hold space which is being

aggressively filled at the expense of other transportation modes and air cargo

carriers. This capacity is a by-product of deregulation and represents a

capability that will further reduce the demand for freighter airframes and

thus the U.S. long-range cargo capability needed in the CRAF.

25
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Smaller Aircraft Demanded

'Tne limited projected growth in the large shipment sector combined with

the rapid growth of the time-sensitive, small package sector has fundamentally

altered the type of aircraft being employed in the air cargo market. The

time-sensitive, small package sector dictates the purchase primarily of small,

efficient aircraft up to and including the B-727 for use in hub and spoke

operations. In this regard, John Emery notes: "In terms of the Emery cargo

plane requirement, we are basically dealing here with a business that involves

30 to 40,000 pound leg segm-nts every day. It's not a New York-Los Angeles

business. It's Endicott, New York to Amarillo, Texas. It's a variety of

different loop combinations in which, really, a 747 is not the answer to what

we are looking for." 16 In this regard, it is also significant that no new

large freighter aircraft are on order and none are currently in aircraft

manufacturer's production plans. Further, this situation exists despite the

fact that, as previously mentioned, existing B-707 and DC-8 freighter aircraft

mu3t )e removed from service by January 1, 1985 unless they are re-engined to

meet n-ew federal noise standards. Presently there are no plans by operators

to re-engine any of the existing B-707 freighter fleet. Estimates of DC-8

re-engining plans vary from 74 to 120 airframes, but to-date only eight have

actually been re-engined. 17  ith the industry needing smaller,

shorter-range, more efficient aircraft to support future domestic carqo

operations and faced with the potential loss of most of the present

narrow-body freighter fleet, the serious implications for the cargo capability

need in the CRAF are apparent.
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Summary
From the foregoing it can be seen that the nature of the air cargo

industry is undergoing significant change that does not augur well for the

long range carlo capability needed in th., '-RAF. 'T~he substantial withdrawal of

the major airlines from participation in the air cargo business, the shift in

the composition of freiqht being hauled, and the significantly increased

competition in the market all point to a reduced CRAF capability in the future.
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Part II: Air Cargo Fleet Analysis

Methodology

The trends already highlighted indicate that substantial change should te

occuring in the the composition of the air fleets of the airline industry.

T'his section of the analysis examines the changes in the long-range, cargo

carrying air fleet and its impact on the CtAF program.

The composition of the CRAF fleet, as reflected in MAC HQ Forms 0-312, was

examined over the period 1977-1982. Two d ta points, I January and I July,

within each year were selected for analysis. Data was arrayed to provide a

historical picture for each airline participating in the C-RAF program by type

aircraft contnitted (See Appendix A). Data points where a reduction in the

namber of aircraft committed to the CRAF program occurred were highlighted for

further investigation. Operating and financial data reported by the airiie',;

to the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA),an

other organizations such as the Air Transport Association (ATA) were analyzed

to determine the cause for these reductions. The reductions were subsequently

categorized as sales to domestic purchasers, sales to foreign purchasers,

leases to dome ,tic lessees, leases to foreign lessees, still owned, crashed,

or unknown (anomoly in reported data, data not reported, airline no longer in

business, etc.).

1977 Versus 1983

A useful beginning point is an examination of the long-range air cargo

fleet composition at the beginning and end points of the period, i.e.,

January 1, 1977, and January 1, 1983 (See Table I1I-1). Currently, seventeen
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airlines have committed long-range cargo aircraft to the CRAF program. This

number has varied from fourteen to eighteen over the period examined with

changes primarily the result of bankruptcies and mergers. Table 111-2

provides a sumnary of the numbers, types, and capAoilities of aircraft

cotmitted to the program on January 1, 1977, and January 1, 1983. It reflects

a trend toward modernization in the Long-range air argo fleets. 8-707s and

I)-8s have declined numerically by 76% and 18%, respectively, while B-747s and

)2 -10s have sihown 143% and 55% increases. Overall, it can be seen that there

has been a net reduction of 14% (L8) in the number of airfranes committed to

tie -,RAF. ALite the number of aircraft committed to the program has

decreased, the larger capacity of the newer wide-bodied aircraft has more than

offset the loss of cargo capacity experienced. rn fact, cargo hauling

capacity )f the remaining fleet is now some 21% higher than it was in 1977.

"owever, the increased capacity does not come without some potential costs.

'?he reduced nxnber of airfranes increases the penalty of combat losses and

reduces, to a certain extent, the scheduling flexibility of the fleet. It

siiojld also be noted hat since the airLines are not purchasing new freighter

Aircraft, this benefi-ial tradeoff will not he occurring in the future. Nny

further reductions will represent a net loss of capability available to CRA.

A nalvsis Of CRAF Reductions

Table I[-3 provides a sunmary of the reductions in commitments to the

CRAF program during the period 1977-1982 categorized by the reasons for those

reductions. One hundred-thirteen reductions were noted during the period.

Fifteen, or 13% were anomalies in the data or their causes were not
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identified. From the remaining data, the airline industry's historical

propensities when airframes are removed from the CRAF can be determined.

Fifty-one percent are sold, fourteen percent are leased, nineteen percent are

stilt owned by the airline (some retained in a non operational status), and

thiree percent were destroyed in accidents. To ascertain the impa :t of these

reductions on CRAF capability, however, the data must be classifi _-d with

respect to the purchaser or lessee of those airframes. Sales and leases to

domestic purchasers or lessees remain within or potentially available to the

CRAF whereas sales and leases to foreign purchasers or lessees result in their

toss to the program albeit sometiwes only temporarily in the case of a lease.

Viewed in this manner, it. can be seen that 34% of the reductions resulted in

sales or leases to domestic customers whereas 31% were sold or lease1 to

foreign firms.

Table 111-4 sunarizes the reductions in CRAF cormitments by type of

aircraft. Here it can be seen that sales and leases of the older B-707 and

OC-8 aircraft predominate. Only two of the twelve reductions in CRAF

c omnitments of 8-747 and DC-10 aircraft have been attributable to a : ale or

lease to a foreign customer. Sales and leases of 3-707 airframes, o: the

other hand, are heavily wighted toward foreign customers. Twenty-foL: of

thirty-four sales or leases (71%) were to foreign customers. This undoubtedly

reflects the early decision by the airlines that re-engining of the B-707s to

meet 1 January 1985 federal noise standards was not economically feasible. Of

the twenty-five sales or leases of [C-8 aircraft, sixteen (64%) were to

lomestic firms and nine (36%) to foreign firms. This also tends to reflect an

earlier airline decision that re-engining of the DC-8 would make economic
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sense. With re-engining a [C-8 currently costing approximately $15-17 million

and in light of the current oil glut and consequent drop in fuel prices, the

economic feasioility of [C-8 re-engininq may have to be re-evaluated. Should

such a re-evaluation he unfavorable to re-enqining, it can be expected tnat,

as in the case of the B-707s, sales and leases of DC-Ss will become heavily

weighted toward foreign purchasers and lessees. Nnalysis to Table 111-5,

which portrays the status of all U.S. owned cargo capable aircraft leased out

at the end of 1981, portrays much the same general pattern.

Surinary

The changes occurring in the composition of the airline industry fleets as

shown in the accompanying table's foretell a decline in U.S. long range cargo

carrying capability. Existing trends indicate that all R-707s will be

eliminated from the U.S. fleet by 1 January 1985 and that a substantial

p-rtion of the WX-8 fleet may also be lost. Further, since no new long range

freighters are being bought and since sales or leases of these aircraft will

undoubtedly be to foreign customers, future reductions in airframes committed

to the :RAF will not be compensat-d for and thus represent a net loss of

capability.

Part III: Conclusions

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this analysis of the air cargo

industry. (1) kll-cargo operations will continue to represent a relativel,

small segment of the major airlines business. (2) The small package sector

of the market will probably continue to grow rapidly for the foreseeable

'uture
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while the heavy shipment sector will remain relatively stable or at best

growing only slowly. (3) The entry of freight fowarders and regional air

carriers into line haul operations, as a result of deregulation, will continue

to increase competitive pressure on the major airlines' all-cargo operations,

perhaps resulting in further reductions or withdrawals from the market. (4)

Until excess belly capacity is more fully used, few, if any, additional

long-range cargo aircraft will b purchased in the foreseeable future. (5)

Future requirements for new cargo aircraft will be predominantly for small,

highly efficient, aon-CRAF capable airframes for us.: in hub and spoke

operations. (6) Wen airlines dispose of cargo airframes approximately 31%

can be expected to go to foreign operators and be lost to the CRAF. A much

higher percentage is possible if the airlines decide not to re-engine their

DC-s. (7) The number of aircraft committed to the long-range cargo portion

of the CRAF can be expected to decline further as B-707s are removed from

service by 1985. This decline could become quite precipitous if decisions are

anade not to re-engine GC-8 aircraft and waivers to the 1985 noise standard

regulations are not granted. Up to forty-six DC-8s representing 40% of the

airframes and 30% of the cargo capacity now in the .RAF program coull be

lost. (8) Future losses of cargo iircraft will be more damaging to the CRAF

than past reductions since no new long range cargo aircraft are entering the

fleet to provide offsetting capacity.
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CHAPrER IV

CRAF ENHANC&NET

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter One, the need for additional airlift capability

his been demonstrated in many mobility studies. 74'1 most recent, the

Congressionally Mandated A4obility Study (C*MS) and -ABER CHALLENGE-LIF, were

used as the basis for the Air force airlift acquisit ion program. aAS

r-comiiiended an airlift increase of 20 million ton-n Les/day while assuming a 5

million ton-miles/day CRAF enhancement. However, C %MS also stated that the 25

million ton-miles/day fails to provide the rapid deployment necessary to

implement the strategies outlined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the study

scenarios. The airlift acquisition program announced in January 1982 proposed

44 additional IC-1OAs and 50 C-5Bs. But even the addition of these aircraft

will not meet the 25 million ton-mile per day requirements as described in

CMMrS. SABER CHALLENGE--LIF determined that is is more cost-effective to

sitisfy some of the oversize/bulk requirements using CRAF aircraft than owning

and operating a force of commercially available aircraft.I
It is recognized in both CMMS and SABER CHALLENGE-LIET that if the 25

million ton-mile/day increase in capability recommended by C-MS is to be

achieved, the commercial air carriers, through the CRAF Program, must make a

significantly increased contribution to lift capability. However, as

described in Chapter Three, the cargo CRAF fleet will, at best, stay the same,

and at worst co-ild lose 40% of its airframes and 30% of its cargo carrying

capability between now and 1985 unless government intervenes. It is clear
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that if DOD wishes to increase the contribution made by the commercial air

7a riers to strategic cargo airlift capability, the ability to carry cargo

nu t either be retrofitted into existing passenger airframes or incorporated

luring airframe manufacture. The 'X)D program in which cargo-carrying

capability is incorporated into cowmercial passenger aircraft in order to

provide cargo capability during a CRAF activation is called the "CRAF

Fhancement Proqr, n." This chapter reviews the background, objectives and

progress of the C AF Enhancement Program and discusses alternative incentives

that coald increase its effectiveness in encouraging airlines' participation.

Background

The ba:3ic objective of the CRAF Enhancement Program is to increase the

oversize cargo capability of civil transport aircraft in the CRAF. Modifica-

tions to enhance the oversize cargo capability of existing wide-body passenger

aircraft were first formally proposed to civil carriers in December 1974.

Basically, the modifications included in the request for proposal would

incorporate a cargo door, strengthen the floor and add a cargo roller system

to wide-body passenger aircraft, making these aircraFt convertible to a cargo

configuration. Costs for these modifications and associated operating and

maintenance expenses would be paid for by the government. in return, the Air

Force would receive a 16 year commitment for the aircraft. The money paid to

the carrier would be refunded if the aircraft were withdrawn from the CRAF

Program. Initial carrier response offered 87 aircraft, mostly B-747s, for

participation in the program. Fowever, enabling legislation and funds

approriation were not approved by the Congress.1 Subsequent attempts to
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obtain Congressional approval for the program have achieved only limited

results. To date, only one tC-10-10 has been modified.2

Current Status

During the FY 83 budget cycle, CRAF enhancement obtained increased

emphasis from the Defense Resources Board (DRB) and funding was increased and

accelerated from FY 87 to FY 84. A]ditionally, Congress expects the Air Force

to request further acceleration of the implementation of the CRAF Enhancement

Plciram in the FY 83 Authorization Bill. To support these decisions, HQ MAC

is studying the CRAF program to determine how best to ensure a successful

future proqram to rodify wide-body civil aircraft into cargo-capable aircraft.

A nimber of factors have combined to reduce the attractiveness of the CRAF

Evviancement Program to the carriers, not the least of which is the instability

of the program in the legislative and funding cycles. The perception

regariing lack of support for the program within the Congress and tre

Administration has prompted the carriers to adopt a wait and see attitude.

The cairriers have gone to considerable expense several times in the past to

prepare cost proposals and responses to Request For Proposals (RFP's) that

have yet to result in firm contracts.

The current budget proposal provides $1,079.9 million for the total

program (FY 84-FY 88) starting with $151.7 million in FY 84. This would

provide funding for 19 aircraft, 6 short of the 25 aircraft desired. 3 1a.Jl_

IV-i outlines the total obligational authority in the proposed budget, the

funding necessary to provide for 25 aircraft, and a schedule for delivery.
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TABLE IV-1

CRAF ENHANCEMENT FUNDING PROFILE 4

Fiscal Year

84 85 86 87 88 89 Total

TOA ($M) 151.7 179.4 228.9 254.2 265.7 0 1079.0

Funds Needed ($M) 192.8 256.5 273.5 291.0 372.0 0 1375.8

DELTA ($M) +41.1 +77.1 +44.6 +36.8 +106.3 0 +305.9

CFr Procured 4 5 5 5 6 0 25.

ACFT DeLivered 0 4 5 5 5 6 25.

Sour.2e: HqM(AC (X P)

The figures above are based on an acquisition cost of $13.7.M and operating and
support costs of $28.1M per aircraft for a 16 year life.

'i ternative Considerations

Recognizing that the CRAF Enhancement Program as structured has not

received the desired results, the Air Panel of the 1982 Conference on National

Strategic , obility reconended that the Air Force revise the program.
5

Discussions at the conference paralleled those of the 1981 conference which

called for solutions involving creative financing and innovations that are

attractive to industry and government.
6

Projections show no new wide-bodied cargo aircraft being added to the

inventories of U.S. carriers. If the shortfalls in U.S. strategic cargo

airlift are to be reduced, equitable incentives to preserve and enhance

existing capabilities must be provided to U.S. carriers. Possible new

incentives for participation in the CRAP Enhancement Program are leasing
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options, government guaranteed loans, removal of the restrictions on the

commercial use of added cirgo capability, preferential assignment of

government cargo to parti :ipating airlines, and some consideration for the

reduced value of the air aft at tne end of its service life.

The CRAF Ehhancement 4odification Program also results in certain

inefficiencies such as decreased payload and increased fuel consumption. The

hhhancement Progrim should .lso consider the funding of additional nodifica-

tions to offset triese losse3. Charles "Pete" Conrad, Senior Vice Pl esident

for Marketing, Doiglas Aircraft Company, has suggested modifications such as

fuel savings probes, computers and winglets. He states that winglets alone

could improve fuel consumption by more than 3%.7

Another area deserving consideration for funding under the CRABF

Enhancement Program is the re-engining of the DC-8s now in the CRAP. As

pointed out in Chapter 3, noise reduction regulations require the re-engining

to be completed by January 1, 1985. The downward trend in fuel prices may

make it uneconomical for the airlines to re-engine these aircraft, which

include 30% of the CRAF cargo-carrying capability. If waivers to extend this

deadline are not granted, the airlines will most likely require financial

assistance to preserve this capability.

The CRAF Enhancement Program can only be successful by ensuring proper

co:rpensation and reward to participating carriers. In order to accomplish

tnis, the government must guarantee a fair economic return to offset the costs

caused by the addition of CRAF enhancement modification to the carrier

aircraft.
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Retrofit Of Used VS. New Aircraft

Another problem that has delayed implementation of the CRAF Enhancement

Program is the disagreement concerning the wisdom of retrofitting older

existing aircraft. Some in industry and the government believe it to be more

sound to incorporate the enhancements in new wide-body aircraft only.8

However, Attorney-at-Law John Wilson Perry, of Perry & Perry, Washington,

D.C., writing in the Defense Transportation Journal, argues that the program

should include the flexibility to include both new and existing aircraft. lie

points out the long lead time required for programming and obtaining

government appropriation. He further states that carriers acquire new

equipment based on cuirent operations and that neither government nor industry

can project the availability of new aircraft by the time funds for tJe program

woull finally he available. He also outlines the advantages of being able to

naJify either or both new and existing aircraft depending on their

availability. 9 Because of the uncertainty of new aircraft purchases by the

airlines, it is logical to have the option to modify either new or existing

aircraft depending on which proves most efficient to ileet national needs.

Ideally, all new wide-body aircraft would include features making them

adaptable to military needs in time of national emergencies. Legislation,

incluling fair compensation, could be enacted to require this. However,

projections show the industry is looking primarily for smaller, shorter-range,

more efficient aircraft for carco use. With no new wide-body B-747 or DC-10

aircraft coming into domestic service in the near future, modification of

existing aircraft with enough years of useful life remaining is the only way

to achieve increased capability.
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I;icognizinq that cargo aircraft capability is absolutely essential for

strategic mobility and the national defense, and the fact that new wide-bodied

cargo aircraft are not coming into the inventories of the U.S. carriers, there

is a pressing need to preserve and enhance the existing capabilities. There

are a number of problems, perceptions and expressed objections to many of the

proposed solutions. The questions to be resolved are centered around the

attractiveness of options for commercial airlines to participate in tne CRAF

Enhancement Program, the legislation required to implement and sustain such a

program, funding, and industry reaction to such proposals.

'Ihe cargo-carrying airlines particpating in the CRAF program have all

cited funding, return on investment, and added tax or operating benefits as

the primary incentives for their voluntary participation in the program. Of

somewhat lesser emphasis, but nonetheless a valid perceptual problem, is the

lack of consistency and high-level administration support for CRAF enhance-

ment. The airlines are also concerned that the modification of oller aircraft

(i.e., 8-747 and DC-10's) is not in the best interests of national defense

when newer models are already in the inventory. The latest model aircraft

zrrently ftying should be the primary target for enhancement. owever, if

the newer models are not in service, nor being produced, the question is moot.

Teasing options

The traditional CRAF Enhancement Program covers the direct costs of

conversion, loss of use of the aircraft during conversion and added operating

costs after conversion, but offers no additional incentives beyond those
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available to other CRAF participants. The development of options centered

around leasing of aircraft through the government appears to hold the most

promise for a near-term solution. A series of alternatives has been explored

by %AC that considerably reduces the total cost to the U.S. Government. The

new alternatives being examined include leverage leasing, a service contract

scheme and a purchase lease-back arrangement. (All options assume .3 fixed

ourchase orice of $22.5M per B-747 aircraft; estimated modxificati')n cost of

$13.7M per aircraft; a 12-year contract; and lease payments placed in a new

indUlstnia[ find Iesigned to reduce costs of the program, or to return oney to

the qeneral treasury.)' 0

Leverage leasing involves the purchase of unnodified aircraft from the

carrier by a trust company who sends the aircraft to the manufacturer for

modification. The trust company then leases the aircraft to the Air Force

who, in turn, suoleases it to the carrier. 'The trust company pays all

ac-uisition costs. The Air Force pay- the trust company lease payments

(operating and support costs) over the 12-year contract, and collects an eqoal

amount of lease payments from the carriers through the sublease. 1 1 (See

Pigure 1V-L)

'he service cont act scheme is similar to Leverage Leasing. The trust

company purchases the unmodified aircraft from the carrier and has the

manufacturer perform the necessary modifications. The trust company then

leases the aircraft lirectly back to the carrier, and the Air Force guarantees

the lease to the trust company. The trust company pays all acquisition

costs. T"he carrier pays all operating and support costs through the lease.

The Air Force couli owe the trust company the lease payments (O&M4 costs) over
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the 12-year contract if the carrier defaults and no replacement can be found.

(This situation could also occur in the leverage leasing option.) The service

contract option is favored by the industry because of the additional

investment tax credits ava lahle for the modification costs. This results in

lower lease payments for t ie ,arrier, but also results in a net decrease in

tax revenues for the U.S. 'ov rnment. 1 2  (See Figure IV-2)

Purchase-lease-back involves the Air Force purchase of the unmodified

aircraft directly from the carrier, payment to the manufacturer to modify each

iircraft, and leasing of the aircraft back to the carrier. The Air Force pays

all acquisition and modification costs; and the carrier pays, throuqh the

lease, all operating and support costs. The lease payments would Ue it )osited

in a new industrial fund to provide a revolving fund for continuation 6 the

pr.- Irarn. 1 (See Figure IV-3)

Any of these CRAF enhancement strategies would provide an addition 4.8

nillion ton miles rexr day capability at a significant savings over on l

owned and operated aircraft. The traditional CRAF Enhancement Program - ti,

ost expensive in terms of budget outlay, but offers the lowest risKs ii th-

!-est acceptability to the various Congressional ,corn-nittees and trade

associations. The leverage leasing and service contract approach woild cost

the Air Force nothing if all aircraft remain leased at a rate high enough to

cover the cost of acquisition and modification, but does result in a decrease

in general tax revenue. The purchase-lease-back option would provide a

positive cash flow, but requires money up front for initial acquisition and

ultimately could put the U.S. Government in a profit-making position.17

All of the lease options require the purchase of aircraft from the

carrier. This provides a substantial cash infusion to those carriers at a
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time when it is vitally needed, and but may be viewed by competing carriers as

subsidization and unfair competition. The case for Leasing of aircraft and

subsequent leasing back to the carriers can be made, however, on the basis of

national defense and should eventually be sustained, but it will likely

involve lengthy legal and congressional proceedings.

The Merchant Ma. ine Act of 1970 attempted to so] ;e similar problems in the

shipbuilding industry. Its basic flaw was the omission of long-range

consistent funding to achieve its stated mandates of subsidization and

contruction support ceilings to build 300 ships over a 10-year period.18

'he use 3f a Leasing program to finance airlift cargo convertibility would

iiiimize the need for federal funding. The leasing program does have some

lriwbazks, 'however. The government must guarantee the lease and would,

.',erefore, >e liable should a carrier, like Braniff, go bankrupt and break its

Lease.

ommercial rise Of Enhanced Capability

Another possible incentive to the airlines to encourage participation

would be provision for the use of the enhancement capability in its commercial

ventures. This could take at least two forms: kl) the use 3f the cargo

zapability for commercial purposes, and (2) an increase in the amount of

lovernment cargo to the CRAF participating airlines. Increased airlift of

h)usehold goods overseas could provide additional sources of revenue to the

carrier. However, such a shift of cargo modes can expect to cost considerably

more and to meet considerable opposition from those modes which would lose

shipment of the cargo.
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A number of corollary factors must be addressed if we are to consider such

a shift of cargo to commercial aircraft. The acquisition of additional C-5B

aircraft requires a specified level of crew proficiency training in long-range

cargo flights to assure maximum efficiency of organic airlift. The reduction

of available cargoes from MAC channels could decrease the opportunities for

proficiency training, as well as have a significant impact on the hirlift

Services Industrial Fund (ASIF). Further, the shift of overseas household

goods transportation to the enhanced CRAF fleet would decrease the volume of

cargo currently supporting similarly enhanced sealift capability in the

Military Sealift Command (MSC) as well as increase the DOD Transportation Bill.

The resolution of these considerations must begin with a national resolve

or commitment to the need for a combined (organic and commercial) airlift and

sealift program. Once that has been established, existing industrial fund

criteria could be changed to accept (or waive) a level of underutilized

peacetime airlift capability so that it does not reflect in inflated airlift

rates. Missions flown solely for training purposes could be funded

separately, outside of the AS] F. An equitable distribution of all available

cargo loads between sealift and airlift could be developed as an incentive for

cmmercial participation. These DOD and national policies, as well as others

that may be necessary, can be accomplished once the commitment is made.

Summary And Conclusions

Previous efforts to obtain Administration and Congressional support for

CRAF enhancement have not been successful. The airlines have lost interest in

the program due primarily to the lack of consistent support and their
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financial difficulties. To correct this, new and innovative approaches to

finincing, legislation and incentives must be pursued, along with development

of i national commitment to the need for developing and maintaining an airlift

capability as part of a national defense program. Lessons learned in the

it mpt to resolve the problems in sealift capability through the Merchant

"a:i ne Act of 1971 should be adapted to the similar problems in airlift. The

desLgnation of airlift as a national >fense need, with the acceptance of some

:oi n of government financial assistance to the air carrier industry, is

imperative if we are to regain the requisite strategic mobility oase. As a

-ational defense need, legislation is necessary to require military strategic

nobility capabilities to be built into every aircraft as a condition for being

licensed, as well as comprehensive legislation and funding for CRAF

augmentation. If strategic mobility is truly a defense need, then U.S.

industry and its productive innovation must be motivated to pursue courses of

action compatible with that need.

Considerable time will be required to enact the legislation necessary to

pursue an "Airlift Capabilities Act" and the legislation will undoubtedly

encounter some strong opposition and lengthy Congressional hearings. in the

near term, the most feasible options are (1) to take maximum advantage of all

for ns of financing available to industry and the government for the

enhancement of civil aircraft, (2) to develop a means for the air carriers to

use all or a portion of the enhanced cargo capability for non-defense or

commercial business, and (3) to re-direct additional government cargo to

airlines and enhanced aircraft participating in the CRAF and CRAF Enhancement

Program.
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Our research shows that the most feasible and attractive financing option

to the industry is the sale of candidate aircraft from the carrier to a trust

or holiing company, which would have the cargo convertibility modifications

accomplished and who would then lease back the airframe to the airlines. This

has been defined as the service contract scheme by Military Airlift Commrand.

The government's role is to guarantee the lease, and must pick up the lease if

one of the airlines should default. The attractiveness to the air carrier is

the cash infusion at a financially difficult time and the ne-gotiation of a

lease that would be comparable with the increased weight and operating costs

of the enhanced aircraft, which provides a considerably lower expense than

principal and interest in owned aircraft. The appeal to the trust company is

the increased tax benefits, return on investment, and reduced risk.

As a means of a3suring the continued operation of the civil carrier, an

option to use the enhanceI cargo capability of each participatinq airline

should be developed. A proposal to be able to use the enhanced capability on

a routine commercial basis, coupled with a re-direction of additional

government cargo to those airliners, would also provide a means to better use

the capability.

Further, the Government should consider providing financial support to the

carriers to re-engine the cargo capable DC-8s in the CRAF. Every effcrt

should be made to preserve this important segment of our cargo-carrying

capability.
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CHAPrER V

STRATEGIC AIRLIFT FPErlrAL OF THE BOEING B-767 AIRCRAFT

Introduction

Previous chapters have described the forces impacting on the domestic

airlines and some of the results of those forces. As oreviously described,

the United States is losing a portion of its long-range coimerjial airframes

through sales to foreign carriers. Recognition of these losses raises the

question of whether or not replacement airframes being purchased hy the

airlines haie strategic mobility capability and potential util Lty to the CRAF.

Our review of the market indicates that two aircraft have the potential

for replacing any DC-8, 8-707, B-747 or DC-10 airframes which have been sold

or will be sold. The first, the Airbus A 300/A-310 manufactured in Europe has

enjoyed very limited success in the U.S. with only 30 airfr&aes being sold in

the domestic U.S. market--all to Eastern Airlines. No additional U.S. orders

are penling. le believe these airframes, while successful in the foreign

inarket, will not significantly penetrate the U.S. market, and therefore their

potential to CRAF will rot be discussed here.

The second airframe is the Boeing B-767. (Figure V-l) k.i of January 1983,

Boaing had delivered 17 3-767s to domestic airlines and has 88 additional

announced orders and 68 options to U.S. airlines. Because of the potentially

large namber of B-767 airframes in the domestic fleet, this chapter will

concentrate on the potential of the B-767 to serve as a strategic mobility

airlift asset. For the purposes of this examination, the following criteria

have been established. To qualify as a strategic airlifter the airframe must:
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Have non-refueled range of at least 3500 miles (the standard range
capability for Long Range International CRAF)l

Must carry a payload of at least 208 passengers or 45,000 lbs. of cargo
(equivalent to a minim~u Maximum TaKeoff Weight (9T0) stretch DC-8).

'Without these minimum capabilities, the aircraft would have only limited

value as a strategic airlift,

Methodology

'lb develop an understanding of the capabilities of the B-767 all available

literatire on the aircraft was reviewed. On November 19, 1932, a letter

(Appendix C) from the study team was sent to the Boeing Company requesting

specific information which would expand and clarify data available in the

literature. After receipt by Boeing of the request for information, two study

team me.bers traveled to Boeing headquarters in Seattle, dashington to further

develop a detailed understanding of the aircraft's capabilities and potential

to the CRAF program. Data containeJ in the Boeing response dated March ii,

1983 as well as other Boeing publications provided the source of most

information used in this chapter. Other sources will be appropriately

footnoted.

The Boeing B-767

Aircraft Specifications

In physical dimensions, the B-767 has approximately the same wingspan and

length as a B-707 but has a wide-body cabin and only two engines. (Figure

V-2) The wide-body cabin is designed to seat seven abreast divided oy two
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aisles. A variety of seating configuations are available depending upon the

desires of the purchasing airlines (Figure V-3). Airplanes delivered to U.S.

airlines to date are configured as follows:

TALE V-I

SiEATING CONFIGURATIONS OF ON ORDER IRCRAFT

Airline First Class/Tourist

United 24 / 173
American 24 / 180
Delta 24 / 186

Source: Boeing

The airframe is presently offered in four maximum takeoff weights (.4PIW);

282,000 (reduced gross weight), 300,000 (standard gross weight), 315,000

(increased gross weight) and 345,000 (extended ran,]e). To date, U.S. airlines

have placed 105 firm orders and hold 68 options as :*3lows:

TABE V-2

ON ORI)ER BOEING B-767s

Airlines Firm Orders Options MOW

United 39 30 300,000
American 30 0 315,000*
Delta 20 22 315,000*
'TWA 10 10 315,0(10*
Western 6 6 315,0J0*

*For deliveries after September 83

Source: Boeing
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The four different r4IOWs are achieved without major change to the aircraft

and represent expected normal growth capability. Only a few minor changes are

made to some systems such as landing gear, tires, etc., to obtain the growth.

I\s a result, the cost to achieve the increased MTOW is relatively minor. The

qrowth is also obtained with a minimum increase in the airframe's operating

Pmpty weight (004).

TNBLE V-3

ESrITAED PRICES OF BOEING B-767s

B-767-200 Operating Empty Increase Price Increase

%170W Weiqht* (LBS) Over Base Est ($M)* Over Base

282,000 178,810 -210 $4L.109 0

300,000 179,020 Base $41.109 Base
315,000 179,020 0 $4L.619 $ .510

345,000 130,400 +-1380 $44.122 $3.013

*Approxi1ate weight and price. These will vary somewhat depending on make

of engine and selection of customer ootions. Prices are FY 82 dollars.

Source: Boeing

Since the increase in Ti1XOW is gained with little operating emipty weight

penalty, the additional tikeoff weight can be utilized either to extend range

by carrying more fuel, or for carring heavier payloads. Figure V-4

demonstrates the trade-off between payload and range for the various models.

4ith this basic understanding of aircraft size, range, and payload, we can now

examine what its capabilities are in specific mission areas.

Pa- senger Capabilities

To determine the ability of the B-767 to serve as a strategic airlift
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passenger carryinq aircraft, we examined the capabilities of the various

models to carry people 3500 miles. Passenger weights to be used for this

examination will be 300 lbs. each for combat troops and 225 for non-combat

individuals.
2

TkBLE V- 4

T1ROOP iA.RRYING CAPAB[LITY OF I {E B-767

Combat Trooi s Noncombat
transoort Distance 208 4 transoort Distance ?08

3500 miles Transported 3500 miles transported

232,000 50 1000 67 1800
300,000 107 1750 142 2700
315,000 156 2500 208 3500
345,000 223 3700 298* 4700

*Cabin cannot 1e configured for that size passenger load. The unused
weight coill i e used to carry bul- cargo in the lower deck.

Source: Boeing

A-s can be seen, the minimum W in the 8-767 which snould be considered

for passenger airlift is the 315,000 lb. version with the 345,000 lb. version

preferred. Thnese takeoff weights allow it to perform at least the previously

defined minimum mission.

In defining the scope of this review in Chapter I, it was stated that only

cargo CRAF capabilities were to be reviewed. This short liscussion of the

passenger capability of the B-767 is included because of the possibility that

25 B-747 passenger aircraft 4ill be changed to cargo convertible models

through the CRAF Enhancement Program. Although there is no passenger aircraft
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shortfall at the present time, the loss of 25 of the 115** domestic passenger

B-747s, (and most B-707 and DC-Ss) from the passenger CRAF program by 1985 may

:ause , passenger shortfall. In such a case, the B-767 in A11DA's is greater

hJan or equal to 315,000 lbs. offers a possible replacement capability. In

addition, stratelic airlift movement planners may prefer the use of the B-767

to the shorter ranged EC 10-10s currently in the CRAF. Although the B-767

carries a smaller passenger load, the ability to transit most critical legs

without refueling may offer sufficient advantage to displace the larger loal

DC 10-10s that must make an enroute stop.

Cargo -apabiLity

The iiscussion of the potential cargo carrying capability of the B-767 is

more comolex than the rather straightforward assessment of its passenger

,apaoility for two reasons. First, at the present time, there is no cargo

version of the 3-767 and none is planned until 1986 at the earliest. Further,

the probability of a cargo version of the B-767 being developed and

commercially sold is liminished by the slow growth in long range, over 70 lb.

per package air freight market and the sizeable growth in belly cargo capacity

as descri:)i in Chapter ITI. These trends significantly diminish the

probability of sufficient domestic commercial demand developing for a cargo

version to warrant the research and development expenditure. 4ithout actual

**149 Total B-747s in operation with domestic airlines3

- 34 Total B-747s coimitted to cargo CRAF4

115 Passenger B-747s potentially available to CRAF
-110 Passenger B-747s cormnitted to CRAF5

5 Domestic B-747s in use but not committed to CRAF
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hardware to examine, discussions of capabilities, weights, ranges, carrying

capacities, costs, etc., are bounded by a degree of uncertainty. Furter, the

manufacturer, Boeing, is the sole source for performance data and cost

estimates.

The second element whici complicates the examination of the cargo

capabilities of the B-767 is the nuftner of variables involved. b 3impLify

the examination of the B-767 as a potential -'RAF car io aircraft, two

alternatives will he considered. he first alternative will examine thle costs

issociated with incorooratin3 the minimum eniiancements ,hich will allow the

aircraft to meet the predefined minidmum req]irement-to carry 45,00 Ih-. 3500

!nj ie. We will cal this tre "minimim caoable configuration." The second

l :e-rnative to :)e examined will h(e a "Full, capable" convertiole freiqh ?r

iiLch naxinize5 the available capa;)ilities of the airframe. (Both alterna-

i.es examined are adling cargo capabilitj to a passenger aircraft. if the

B-767 was i)ou'ht as a freighter, the freight hauling capability would 1)e

oreater than the 'f'iLy capabile" (convertinle.)

Since there is only a small probability of significant numbers of

;righter versions of the B-767 entering service with Aomestic air carriers,

if the military wishes to exploit the cargo capabilities of tne B-767, it will

iave to be, in all probability, through some form of enhancement program. As

iiscussed in Chapter IV, DO] would pay for the inclusion of features which

would allow a passenger air)lane to be converted quickly to a cargo airplane

when required. Therefore, the potential costs to DOD, as well as capabilities,

will be discussed. kll costs will be stated in constant FY 82 dollars.

Modifications and additions to a passenger plane to provide cargo

capability usually are broken down into the following four categories:

I.
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I1. Cargo floor structure incluling strengthened body frames and floor

beams.

2.I 134 inch cacsqo door anid door surroundinq structire.

3. t'argo iandlirij system hardware, usually in a kit rwi.hiI

installed on tie air--aft floor aft--r removal i-f asnr 71Wi

such as seats, g~all-y, and Lavatories.

4. tConver ri:)L: passenqer acconumxations and misceltaneonis .)' I*

provisions such as revised co-ntro)l c'ale ro'ltin3 , rovised lec-Inr(: T-')I-

veontinq, or'iin ar jo comarv.nent lightingI, iid re>N seei pa -i i-

accyruloations; from fixedi to convertinle i tiati

-Nn aircraft aqio ith these: feataro:-; ~'1n

co[hfer t Iiir t ie dur ino p*eacetime in a p, a ge cont i i n -m- *

Az";; activltion, the pas7,(?gtqr fetrsw i~o ci reive -

<ill kRouLdj 5e installed. Poe ma io itrc.- cario fl, )r )f t

ro unil I a -331L-tizei .:arv p In two -:ont i I Vi-in:n; ,, i '' Q ..

a ,vinle ro)w of oallets. (FrOires V- V -6) V )r sic i I~ t -

licsi Dns o f n l Let iloo L ;i -!s;,vn. t'ie s il r, 0- r

iti i iinens ion 3cross the 7:Is,- .le . %Itq)IIqII to-is I I~

ratin for jti Lizing t'le .aiil.~rl ),e tne sm lsi

t iona l advantaqe o f requ iringn~ min i-Tumi contourri4 ) f - il- in ,

P~acir of these additions entails an acquisitio)n cost 1 1

add-s -operating weiqiht to the aircraft Wien in passer? e ri'.

weight increases fuel consumption and therefore omerat i-i -costs. i;'

information furnished by Boeing, we can estimate the acuIlsit ion-o-t;,m

and added operating costs for 16 years of operatio-n associ ite 4itIl o

these categorie s. 13e',ause of uncertainty, a hi. :Ilo range 'Il C n i



TABLE V-5

WEIGHTS AND COSTS OF CARGO PROVISIONS

Acquisition Cost($M) 4eight (L3S) Operating Cost($M)
Category High Low High Low High Low

Cargo Floor .700 .556 3040 2280 1.014 .760

fargo Door 1.401 1.113 3120 2340 1.040 .780
argo Handling .832 .661* 1200 900* .400 .300
System

onvert in iIity 1.445 L. 148 640 480 .213 .160
4.378 3.478 8000 6000 2.667 2.000

* e w.ei ;ht estiate includes only those components which remain in tne

i1r:cl-I iit all times. Ihe price estimate also includes the cargo handling
iar iwi r e which is reiovable and stored in kit form.

4urinj!n :ap)a;le Tnfiguration

'[he niinimvn capable configuration would begin with the 330,00) '4'EW. 'o

Inis dle[ ,)~J be added the cargo door, the cargo handling system and all

tme corvertir)le conversion provisions. As can be seen by Figure V-7, the

3ircraft is limited x)i IrOW and not floor capacity. Therefore, the floor

oul i n)t need to be strengthened, The existing passenger floor which is

:vijit to support 53 lbs. per running inch could he_ used since the passenger

Floor ]esign would allow a maximum load )f 64,000 lbs. on the main deck which

exceeds the 45,0(]0 lb. payload the aircraft can carry 3500 miles. Light

vehicles such as the M-151, M-080 series, Commercial Utility Cargo Vehicle

(JUCV) and the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle ([MWV) could be

carried if a flooring of pallets were laid to spread and distribute the load
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evenly. (Figure V-8 & V-9) One significant limitation should be noted. None

of the 14 463L pallets could be loaded to more than 4600 lbs. and could

average only 3200 lbs. The "Saber Thrust''6 study determined that the

expected average weight of a loaded cargo pallet during a contingency is 4500

lbs. Therefore, approximately 50% of expected pallet loads could not be

carried in this configuration B-767 because of weight.

The DOI) would be responsible for the following costs associated with

converting a passenger aircraft to this minimum capable convertible cargo

conf igiration:

TABLE V-6

COSr OP 14NlN[MI' CAPABLE 1ONPIGURAPIDN

High Low

Cost Over Base for IaIq 0 0

Cargo Floor 0 0

-argo Dor 1.401 1.113
,Carqo ;landling System .832 .661
lon-vertible Accorm"Jations 1.445 1.148
Increased Operating Costs* 1.653 1.2 40
Lo:;t kirline Revenues* 2.500+ 2.000+

Potal 7.831+ 6.162+

*Estimates based on typical airline operation.
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The cargo convertible features will add 4000 to 6000 lbs. to the empty

operating weight of the passenger aircraft. This additional weight not only

increases operating costs for fuel, but may displace revenue producing

passengers or cargo. ks Figure V-7 shows, the po)tential lost revenue is

apolicable throughout the operating profile.

This configuration neets or exceeds the -ninimun criteria established. It

will carry 45,000 lbs. 3500 miles, lcaled on 14 pallets to a maximum weight of

4600 lbs. each. Thne major advantage of this configuration is that it

minimizes the cost to the government. r4ajor disadvantages are:

I. Proviles little flexibility in loading of pallets since no pallet

wx3sition can weigh more tian 4600 lbs.

2. Does not take advantage of the full inherent capability in the B-767

airframe.

3. Would he aoplicable to DOD only, and would have little co.-ercial

cargo usefulness. As such, it may encounter airline opposition.

4. Most if not all of the weight carrying capacity would oe consned on

the main decks thereby wasting the consideranle cube available in the lower

deck. (Figure V-10)

Fully Capable Convertible Freighter

In this alternative, we will increase the -"PAW to 345,000 lbs. and

incorporate a fully capable cargo floor. The cargo floor will be designed to

146 lbs. per running inch. Costs associated with this alternative are

estimated as follows: (Operating costs are estimated for a 16 year period.)
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TABLE V-7

COSTS OF FJLLY CAPABLE CONVERPIBLE

High mw

Cost Over Base for ATY)M 3.013 3.0113
Cargo Ploor .700 .556
,:argo Wor 1.401 1.113

argo H1andling System .832 .661
Convertible Accwimmylations 1.445 1.149
Increased Operating Costs* 2.667 2.000
[Dst Airline Revenues* 0 0

Total 10.058 8.491

*Estimates based on typical airline operation.

*'VS can he seen Figure V-Ll, this configuration will .ne capable of transpor-

ting 7-,000 lbs 3500 miles on 14 main deck pallets loaded to an average of

93. ] lbs., but Lip to 12,000 lbs. per pallet position. (The 88x108 463L pallet

is designed to 'arry up to 10,000 lbs. 4.1though it is doubtful that a 463L

pallet woull ne I-aded to a ,eight in excess of 10,000 Ins. some 3ft X 8ft X

Loft cmxinercial containers -nay exceed 10,000 lbs., since their design weight

Linitation is 15,000 lbs.) Tt should be notei that the 5360 lbs. average

pallet weight is not considered a limitation. This configuration's capability

t- average 5360 lbs. per pallet is significantly above the 4500 average pounds

per pallet predicted by the "Saber Thrust" study. 7

No cost is anticipated for "Lost Nirline Revenues" associated with the

increased operating empty weight since the revenue generating payload capacity

of the 345,000 lb. version with convertible modifications while operating in a

passenger configuration is approximately equal to the 300,000 and 315,000 lb.

version without modification. In fact, on longer trips the modified 345,000
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lb. version exceeds the other two versions and could be exploited by the owning

airlines. (See Figure V-12)

Comparison Of Two Alternatives

The two alternatives can be compared in a variety of ways such as pounds

moved 3500 miles, miles able to move 45,000 lbs., and cost per pound moved.

The following table compares the two alternatives in a variety of ways.

Conparisons are based upon the high cost estimates.

TABLE V-S

CGY4ARISON OF 300K and 345K ,4[OW ALTrRNAriVES

Minimum Capable F'ally Capable
(300,000) (345,000)

Pounds Moved 3500 Miles 45,000 75,000
Miles Able to Move 43,000 lbs. 3,500 5,300
Cost Per lb. Moved 3-00 Miles $174 $134

Source: Boeing Airplane Company.

This comparison indicates that the fully capable aircraft proviies more

cost effective airlift capability. Not only is it cheaper on a "per pound

basis" than the minimum capable configuration, but it also provides important

advantages in the event if a non-NATO contingency. In the Pacific, a 345,000

lb. B-767 can fly non-stop from 4oCorJ AFB, Washington to Kimpo, Korea with

over 45,000 lbs. of cargo. In a Middle EasteLn crisis, such an aircraft can

fly nonstop from McGuire AFB to Cairo Egypt with almost 50,000 lbs. of cargo.

In the NATO scenario, the 345,000 lb. convertible would allow the
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loading of 14 463L pallets on the main deck to an average of 2.3 tons per

pallet (MAC estimate of average bulk cargo weight per pallet)
8 and still

carry over 10,000 lbs. of cargo in the lower lobe.

Does The B-767 Fill A DOD Need?

If the fully capable B-767 is the proper alternative to select, one still

must address whether any B-767 is a proper selection to enhance for strategic

airlift cargo carrying Juty. Said simply, "Is the fully caoable B-767 a

proper choice compared to other airframe alternatives, and can it contribu]te

to reducing the airlift shortfall?"

First, let ,is exanine the first part of the ,juestion by comparing the

capanilities of the 8-767 to the C-141B and then to a B-747-100 which has been

mlllifie-d through retrofit to a convertible at a ,-MWN) of 750,000 lbs.

. ThBLE 'J-9

OPAR[SOA OF THE i'-L418 IT) THE 8-767

C-141B B-767

i )f Min DecK 463L Pallets 13 14
qeiqht Carried Dover to Ramstein 50,000 75,000
Main Deck Cuoe Ft 7,024 7,330
Lower Lobe Cube Ft 3 3,070

ot31 Cube Ft 7,024 10,400

Carry Bulk Yes Yes

Carry Oversize Yes Some

Max Container Size 8x8x40 8x8x10

Largest Wheeled Vehicle 5 ton 1 1/4 ton

SSource: C-141B, USAF Reg: 76-2
8767, Boeing
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As can be seen, the B-767 compares favorably with the C-141B. The main

constraint for the B-767 is the 134 inch cargo door which restricts the size

of cargo which can enter. The comparison of a B-747-100 convertible to the

B-767 convertible follows:

TABLE V-10

COMPARISON OF THE B-747 [O THE B-767

B-747-100 B-767

# Main Deck 463L Pallets 33 14
i4eight Carried McGuire to RheinMain 200,000 81,000
Main Deck Cube Ft 20,770 7,330
Lower Lobe Cube Ft 5,990 3,070
Total Cube Ft 26,760 10,400
:arry Bulk Yes Yes
Carry Oversize Yes Some
Max Container Size 8x8x20 8xgxl0
Largest Wheeled Vehile 5 Ton 1 1/4 Ton
Cost to DOD (MiL$) 41.809 10.05
Cost Per Potind Moved $209 $ 124
Cost Per Cubic Ft Moved $1562 $1035

This analyv is indicates that on a "cost per pound moved" or on a "cost per

cubic foot of cargo space" the 3-767 compares favorably with the [-747-100.

It nould be noted that the B-747 "Cost to CRAF" includes the revenues lost to

the owning airline while the aircraft is out of service being retrofitted.

To this ooint, the analysis of the B-767 Aas examined only the capability

of 3 B-767 convertible freighter, and the cost effectiveness to DOD of buying

that capability through the CRAF Enhancement Program. From the analysis, the

reader can see that the 8-767 is a very capable airplane, has longer legs,

greater cube and greater weight carrying capacity than an unrefueled C-141-B.
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In addition, it is cheaper to add capability to the CRAF by including conver-

tible provisions during the manufacture of B-767's than by retrofitting B-747's

when measured on a cost per pound delivered or cost per cubic foot of cargo

space available. To this point, the question that has not been asked is "Is

the type of cargo capability available through the use of the B-767 what DOD

needs?" le answer to thi3 question is clearly "Yes." The B-767 appears to

offer great potential as a very efficient bulk cargo carrier with some

oversize capability.

The shortfall in outsize capability is being addressed and partially rec-

tified with the proposed purchase of an additional 50 C-SBs. Assuning the

co-pletion of the C-5B purchase, a recent USAF/SA study esti-nates thIt 100

B-747 cargo equivalents could be added to the CRAF before the outsize capa-

Dility becomes the limiting factor in unit closure dates. 1 0 As described in

Chapter Four, the OoD PM presently contains an initiative to retrofit 25

B-747's to a cargo convertible configuration. his initiative will provide

25% of the bulk/oversize :capability needed to complement the new C-5 buy. The

3-767 convertible offers significant capability to fill the remainirj 75%. It

should be understood that the B-767 is not a substitute for the B-747. rt he

FB-747 is capable of carrying oversize items which cannot oe carried in a

B-767, but just as the B-747 complements the 0-5B by allowing it to concentrate

on outsized cargo, so will the B-767 complement the B-747 by allowing it to

concentrate on oversize cargo.

0ther Potential Limiting Factors

There are two remaining factors which could potentially limit the utility

of the 8-767 to the CRAF fleet. The first factor is that most B-767s are being
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bought with a cabin configured for a two man crew. Federal Air Regulation

(FAR) 121.385, Composition Of Flight Crew, states that "no certificate holder

may operate an aircraft with less than the minimum flight crew in the

airworthiness certificate of the aircraft flight manual approved for that type

aircraft; and required by this part for the kind of operation being

conducted." FAR 121.389, Flight Navigator and Specialized Navigation

Equipment, states that "no certificate holler may operate an airplane outside

the 48 contiguous states and the District of Colnbia, when its position

cannot he reliably fixed for a period of more than one hour, without:

(i) A flight crewmember who holds a current fLight navigator certificate;

(2) Specialized means of navigation approved in accordance with 121.355

which enables a reliable determination to be made of the position of the

aircraft by e3ch pilot seated at his duty station."

The B-767 has the specialized navigational eqaipment required to comply

wit i FAR 121.389 and therefore crewmember requirements should not be a factor.

The second factor that must be considered if the B-767 is to be used in a

passenger CRAF role is that it has only two engines. FAR 121. 161 states

"Unless other4ise authorized by the Ministration, based on the character of

the terrain, the kind of operator, or the performance of the airplane to be

us.-d, no domestic or flag air carrier may operate in any operations, and no

s3upplemental air carrier or conmercial operator may operate in

passenger-carrying operations, a two-engine or three-engine airplane (except a

three-engine turbine-powered airplane) over a route that contains a point

farther than one hour's flying time (in still air at normal cruising speed

with one engine inoperative) from an adequate airport." This FAR paragraph
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stems from the old Civil Aviation Rules which were drawn up in the 1940s. The

text was revised again in 1953 and became Part 121.161 of the FAR, which is

still in force. Another regulation, Paragraph 4.1.1 of Annex 6 to the

International Civil Aviation Organization Regulation prevents those ope;7ators

who do not fall under U.S. jurisliction from flying the big twin jets on

r)utes which are more than 90 mi.Iutes from an alternate airfield.

These limitations, both national and international, came into oeing at a

time when the reliab ility of engines during cruise was not what it is today,

and the rules are now difficult to justify. According to very conservative

estimates produced 1)y Airbus Industries based on the current operatinq

statistics of the G, CF6-50 and Pratt and W hitney ,T9D-5A., the probabiLty of

losin both engines while at cruise is less than 3.7 x 10- 10 . °Ib put that

into perspective, the probability of an in-flight shutdown of 10- 4 per

flying hour corresponds to one shutdown in 200 years of U.S. Jomnstic

operations. 11

Recognizing this low risk, a certain flexibility of interpretation has

been given to tne FAR by the FAA. Eastern Airlines, for example, has

ionefitted from an exemption since 1977 which allows it to operate its Airbus

A300 between New York and San Juan in Puerto Rico--the 60 minute limitation

has been increased by special FAA authorization to 75 minutes. Air Florida

obtained a similar authorization in 1980 to operate Boeing 737s between New

York and Porto Plata in the Dominican Republic. However, further relaxation

-f the 60 minute rule for commercial passenger air carriers is not expected

soon. In a February 4, 1983 speech, Mr. J. Lynn Helms, Director of tne

Federal Aviation Administration, indicated a reluctance to ease the 60 minute

rule.
12
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&Lthough the 60/90 minute rule is a factor during current day operations,

it is felt that during a mobilization or CRAF activation, a waiver would he

-ist ified. Therefore, the 60 MinUte rule should riot be a limiting factor in

U~ing tIe 13-767 to supplemnent the :-RAP passenger capability.

''is ctiatr has xrovided a liscussion of the presenit and future

capruiiri s F tie Boein~j 13-767 aircraft to support strategic airlift

tequiemrts. -'esently, the aircraft scheduled to be Aelivered in the 315,000

4,rxq configurai ion can contr thite meaniingfuilly to strate&lic passenger

Airlift. H-owever, to take advantage of thih capacity, a standby waiver from

FA\A to exempt -RAP' aircraft from the 60 ninite rile whein ot:ePrat ing during a

cont i ln(Prcy slio ii be sou~ght by DO)D.

In tHie lo~nqe, term, tne B-767 promises to be very efficinnt and cost

eff'-ctivP b)ulk caIrqc nailer 4ithr so,:me oversize cargo) cao3aoility. I f the

3o7qvisition o'-f the ---5-13 aircraft oroceel s as planned, -and complementary hulK

IAn oversized hauling caroaoil ity is required, the 3-767 shojll b recoqnizei

aa very a-ttractive source for that capa:-ility. It should be noted, however,

that it is unlikely that a significant tin rner of cargo or convertible B-767s

will ne soil to the domestic air carriers. fTherefore, to take advantaqe o

the inherent cap-ability in thie airframes 4ill require the DOD to enhance

passenger B-767s to a convertible confiquration.

Thie Least costly time to incorporate the convertible features into the

airframe-_ is when the air-raft is being built. In toat way the governent

avcilds oayinq "downtime ;osts," which is the los3s of revenue to the airline
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while the aircraft is out of service being modified. These costs can be

substantial. B~udget planning and programming should begin now 3o that

airframes scheduled for production in 1986 can be nmxiified dirinq assembly.

Prior budqketing also allows the government to minimize "delay costs, "--cost,.-

to trie airline resulting from delays in production while carcgo convertible?

feat ires are incorpor~ateAi into the -iirfraine. Aidvanced budg etirig -jilL allow

the governmepnt to- conclue negotiations in tieto permit the earl,, ordierin-4

of ollvert iole' uni -Pue componenits and thiereby -fin irize produlction ielays.

These costs :-an he a significant portio-n ,)f contract costs. r-or ePaple , tlie

"Delay C-osts" paid for the a-l-1-1 recently modified ndrtie Ai

enhancement proqr-in ran $5.7 million, 16% of the total enhancement c-ontract

cost -)f $15.9 million. 1 3 if "delay cost" and 'downitim~e ~xt are to n

-ninimized, a continuing com-nitment to CRAP F~nnaincemont fnLIingI, and adivanced

budgeting will be) n-ces-sary.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, COWUSIONS AND RaVENDPTIONS

Summary

T'he national defense strategy of flexible esponse relies upon the

demonstrated ability to rapidly deploy forces rn support of our national

interests. For tnis strategy to be credible tie Department of Defense must

rely upon U.S. comaercial air carriers for a silnificant contribution to our

strategic airlift apability.

These carriers must conduct business in one existing economic, social, and

political environment. In many respects this environment shapes and molds the

industry and dictates it final form. T'hree long term factors--fuel price,

noise regulation, ind competitive deregulation--combined with a prolonged

business downturn have set into motion forces which promise to transform the

airline industry.

These factors plus a substantial withdrawal of the major airlines from air

cargo competition, a shift in the type of air freight hauled, and changing

aircraft requirements all point to a reduced civil aviation lon1 range cargo

capability. One result may be the loss of a substantial portion of the narrow

body cargo fleet through sales and leases to foreign operators by 1985 unless

government action is taken to intervene. Since no replacement cargo aircraft

are being purchased, the CRAF long range cargo component faces a steepening

decline in aircraft numbers with a corresponding loss of net lift capability.
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-one. hus ions

As a result of the airline's reactions to current industy trends, the

Department of Dei nse can expect a reduced capability from civil airline

opeLators to provide lony] range cargo augmentation. Economic and competitive

pressures have driven most of the large airlines out of freighter operations.

In addition, the ilitary requirement for outsized and oversized car~o

aircr,: t is not c~mpatible with current civil sector requirements for a hiIlly

effkci-nt, short range, essentially hulK carrier. Further, due to 3n

)verab)undance of :[Lly cargo space in oassenqer .3ircraft, the ie7Tna for n'

freijhter aircraft has nedn reduced to near zer-).

The U.S. long range oaTercial air cargo) fleet will continue to shrink

unless measures are taken. Our analysis shows tnat one-thirn of freighter

sales ind leases will be t) foreign operator; a!2 c0ius lost to the CRAF. 'o

to 40% of tne present -'RAF freighters couli 5e lost by 1985. The remaining

CRAF cargo capaoility %)Jl[I then be concentrated in a fedr umer f wie-

6ody aircraft creating hig er risks, utiLization and schelulin] prolemn.

Previous efforts at CRAF ennancement, in terms of retrofitting existing Dr

forthcoming aircraft to provide aiditional cargo capability, have not :)een

successful. This lack of succes can be attributed to the following: (1) toe

lack of a firm and consistent progrrn,, (2) failure to consider a means to

preserve existing narrow body (DC-8, B-707) cargo capaoiiity, (3) increased

competitiveness due to deregulation, (4) rapid rise in fuel costs, and (5)

general financial condition of the air cargo industry.

tNew, innovative approaches to building and maintaining a strategic airlift

cargo capability must be develope:d and implemented if the U.S. is to possess a
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credible rapid response capability. Prior to the development of the

mechanisms to achieve the capability, there must be a national commitment to

the legislative and f indinq support required. The DOD cannot expect

commercial air carrie rs to cooperate in a program until DOD and 'ongress have

dem nstrated their i:.pport through necessary legislative and funding actions.

With a national Co LtMent to a CRAF program that allows flexible use of

financial devices such as leasing programs, investment tax credits and

finaicial inc-entives to the air cargo and financial communities, these private

sectors will oe encouraged toward maximum particpation in this vital national

defense need.

iReconmendat ions

in orJer for the CRAF to contribute meaningfully to the achievement of the

goals of the AMAS study, a three part approach is recommended: (1) preserve

the existing commercial cargo fleet, (2) add to the fleet by providing

existing passenger aircraft with a convertible features, (3) add capability by!

including cargo capability in future prouluction wile-body airframes.

ithout such a comprehensive program, carqo capability available to CRAF

4ill decline further agjravating the shortfall. To implement this three part

plan and insure the viability and increased capability of the CRAF, DOD should

accomplish the following:

a. [n order to retain the existing CRAF capability, DOD should assist Fk%

in seeking relief from the noise provisions of the Aviation Safety and Noise

Nbatement Act of 1Q79 for cargo capable DC-Ss committed to CRAF. The

-equested relief shouid be effective through 1990. Without such relief,
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thirty percent of CRAF's current carqo -4a t/ coil i ,

legislative relief cannot be ontained, then V[) sXo)ul I t>,,i' ,

assist the carriers in re-enjininq the x-8s t5 ),art i W, <, .

Program.

b. DOD should proceed with the retrofit of 2- 1-747 iir i ,-,

in the Air Force FY 84 R)M. The saccess )f l proirin ti, -i i- ,

add considerable cost effective airlift, )it ils, ii" m tr iC -r )'

ongressional support for the proqrxm. To ins ire tie 2 :,w Y )'

Enhancement Program, WD should aihondon the "tra-iiti )ial " pr i .

the service contract approach.

c. Mlaximim effort should be expended t , mncLi 2a rJO r.1:-L lt.' 1-

new coirnercial wide-noy passenjer aircraft nr, licedi for i nest c airi m .

Without such a continuing proqram, 'RAF car4o caahi Lit' coul :e sioject to

4ide fluctuations Jepending upon the health and vitalit' )f the ,air carro

industr,.

1. DOD should negotiate standby waivers with tne FAA to FAR provisions,

such as tne two engine 60 minute rile, which would tinnecessarily negate the

utility of new aircraft to the national strategic airlift needs during a

national emergency.
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AIRLIFT. INTERNATIONAL

TYPE L977 i978 1979 194O 1981 1982 1983AnCRA-T JAN JL JA j m Ja JUL JAX JU JAN JM IF JM J~AN

3-707-300

i-7o7-30C

3-747-1007

3-747-2007

3-747-200C

DC-8-33F 2 2 3 3 5 41 4 4 2 1 0

DC-8-507 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

DC-8-50cy 3 3 3 3 15 1 08

oC-a-61.Cp

DC-8-62C7

DC-8-637

DC-8-637/737 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 16 1 09

DC- 10-30C

TOTALS 7 7 8 8 10 10 11 11 9 8 3 3 2

4 NOTES:

1. Sale (D). 09/30/80 N8215 DC-8-33F to United Aircraft Leasing.
2. Sale (D). 06/30/80 1041W DC-8-54F to FBA Corporation.
3. Unknown.
4. Unknown.
5. Unknown.
6. Sale (D). DC-8-63F/73F to MlacDonald Douglas (Resold to World Airways).

Sale (D). DC-8-63F/73F to Bach Air (Resold to Arrow Airways).
7. Unknown.
8. Unknown.
9. Unknown.

Source: CAB Form 42; MAC Hq Form 0-31'; Conversations with Airline Executives
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AMERCAN AIRLINES

TML977 !978 1979 19930 1901 1982 1983

IIC~ JA UIA U A I JA I JA JU I 6A

3-707-3007 4)9 - , , '

S-707-30O(C

3-747-2007

3-747-200C
- -- -- -

DC-8-337

DC-8-507
3.-a-30cv
X--OCF'

3C 4-6 IC7

Dc -d-6-1cv.

DC-6-637

DC:-"-3T,/73F

OC-10-LOCY

X- LO-30CY

TOTALS 111 11 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 6 6

. S.tle I". 03/02 /78 N 755 B-707-300F to Trade Winds Airways.
St ill o'ned. 4 B-707-300F.

ase kD) . .4/ /81 N8417 11-707-300C to (lobal International Airways.
St il owned. ti 8-707-30OF

. .easc (D). N8415 B-707-323('(' to (,Iobal International Airways.
Still owned. 3 B-707-30OF in storage at Waco, Texas Telecon with

MIike Strange).
Sold to USAF. 5 B-707-300F.

Sou-:'e: CAB For'-- 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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ARROW AIRWAYS

TYPE L977 1978 1979 1940 1981 1982 1983,.RZ 'JL JA Ia JIM JANl Jr JAM' JU JANl JIM rJAN JIL ,"

3-707-3001

3-707-300C 7 8 8

3-747-100F

3-747-ZOO

3-747-200C

DC-94-337

Dc-a-50

--4840C 2 2 2

OC-8-61Cy

DC-8..2C7 I

X--637

TC4-637/737 1 2

DC-1O-IO1c

DC-10-30CY

TOTALS 9 11 13

NOTES:

Source: C. 3 Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL

TYPE 1977 1978 1979 1900 1981 1982 1963
AIRCRAFT JA jZUC JANI JUL Jaf JLI JAM JUL JAM. J JAN

---707-3007

1-707-300C

3-747-1007

3-747-ZOOI

3-747-200C

C--337

X-8-so

Dc-8-50CI

DC4-ICy

c-I-6ZCI I 1 0

DC-"-37

DC4-637/73

OC-10-IOCY

DC-10-30CY

NOTES:

1. Still owned. Bankruptcy.

(

Source: CAB Form 41; HAC Hq Form 0-312
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CAPITOL AIR

TPE L977 1978 1979 19 0 1981 1982 1963
AR JA I JANIE B J I A JN JUL _ JAN

--707-300F

&-707-300C

5-747-100

3-747-2007

3-747-200C

DC-6-337

DC-8-50?

OC-8-50Cp

DC-8-6 ICp

DC-8-62CF

OC-a-637

OC-637/737 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 41 32

X-10-30C

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 4 3

'OTES:

1. Sale (D). 04/13/82 N911CL DC-8-61 to International Air Leases.
2. Lease (F). 08/31/82 N907CL DC-8-63F to Flugeider H.F.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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CONTINENTAL AIRLINES

TYPE 1977 1976 1979 194o 1961 1982 1983

3-707-3001

3-707-300Ci--,,,--7---.-O-

3-747-1007

3-747-2007

3-747-200C

DC-4-331

XC4-50C

x.-8-6 7

DC-a-637

OC-8-63T/73?

XC-10--10C7 8 88 8 8 1 52 43 4 4 4

X-10-30C

TOTALS _ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 5 4 4 4 4

NOTES:

I. Sale (D). 03/24/80 N68054 DC-10-IOCF to Federal Express.
Sale (D). 05/14/80 N68055 DC-10-IOCF to Federal Express.

2. Sale (D). 09/15/80 N68050 DC-I0-IOCF to Federal Express.
3. Sale (D). 05/21/81 N68049 T)C-10-10CF to Federal Express.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL

rypz 1977 1978 1979 19 0 1981 1982 1983
AIRCRAtaAr JUL.AN JL JAN XUL.' I JAX J AN I JUL 10 1
3-707-300r

3-707-300C

3-7147-100V

3-747-ZOO?

3-747-ZOQC

OC-8-33? 0

:)C-8-507

X-8-50C?

DC-a-6 I - 1 1 1 l 1 1 1

DC-J,,-62C7

DC4-637

DC84-63T/73?1 1 1

DC--.IClaC

C- 10-30 -

2 2 12121 2 2 2 2 2

NOTES:

1. -ale (D). To Rosenbaum Aviation.
Sale (D). To Rosenbaum Aviation.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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FLYING TIGER LINE
4

1YPE 1977 1978 1979 1940 1961 1982 1983
AI1RRn _AN IU A A I JAM f JUL JA JUL JA JU-A

3-707-300F

3-707-300C

3- -7-1007 3 3 6 , 6 6 6 6 32 3 3

3-747-Z00 2 2 10 10 10 10 10

3-747-200C

DC-8-33

DC-8-50C?

X-4-61C?0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

C-8-62cr

DC-4-637 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

O¢-8-63/737 10 10 1 91 10 10 10 10 10 13 1 11 Ii 13

X-O-07

X- 10-30C7 !

1 19 19 23 24 24 24 126 26 38 33 33 33 35

NOTES:

1. Sale (F). 06/30/77 N70Ft DC-8-63F to Interlease Luxembourg Ltd.
2. Sale (D). 03/31/81 N8011:t B-747-100F to American Airlines.

Sale (D). 05/03/81 N800't B-747-100F to American Airlines.
Sale (D). B-747-100F to American Airlines.( 3. Lease (F). DC-8-63F/73F to Air India.
Lease (F). DC-8-63F/73F to Air India.

4. Company has signed contrLct to re-enging 18 DC-8-60 Aircraft with
GE CFM 56 Engines ($268M.. 1982-1984.

Source: CAB Fo :i 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS

TYPE 1977 1978 1979 t9o 1981 1982 1963

3-707-3001 1 2 2 2

3-707-300C

3-747-LO0

3-747-2007

3-747-200C

DC-8-337

DX-a-5c'

OC-8-6 IC?

DC--62zC

OC-8-63T

C-.-63F1737

X-IO.-10(

X- 10-300P

TOT= 2 2

NOTES:

Source: CAB Fo.m 41; MA( Hq Form 0-312
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NORTHWEST AIRLINEIS

TYEI 1977 198 1979 19-90 1981 1982 1 1983

3-707-300T -t

3-707-300C I
3-747-1OT - - a

3-747-ZOOF i 4 5

3-747-Z0CC 1
.- --- _ - -- , - - -

OC-9-33P

DC-8-50?

D .-8-50C?

3C.4-6 1 CF

DC-8-62CF

OC..-637

DC-8-673F 3

-tO-10- C'.

X- 10-30C

TOTLS 6 6 6 6 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5

NOTES:

I. Sale (F). 03/31/77 N386VS B-707-300C to Alyemda, Democratic Yemen

Airlines.
2. Sale (F). 08/21/78 N384US B-707-300C to Arab Organization for

Industrialization.
Sale (F). 08/29/78 N385US B-707-300C to Bangladesh Biman Corporation.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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OVERSEAS NATIONAl '.TWAYS

7"PE 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 j 1983
AIRCRA~r AT; JUL JAN IUL JAN ITL JAX JrL JAS ITL JA, JIM Ji

--707-3001

3-707-300C

3-747-100F

3-747-20OF

3-747-200C

DC-8-33F

D-8-507

DC-8-61CF 2 2 0

DC-8-62C7

DC--637

DOC--63F/73F 3 (2

DC- 10-30C

___2.30 2 .2 2L

NOTES:

1. Salo (D). 12/16/77 867 DC-8-61 to Flying Tiger lines.
Sale (D). 12/21/77 868 DC-8-61 to Flying Tiger Lines.

2. Sale (D). 10/16/77 865 DC-8-63F/73F to Seaboard World.
Sale (D). 12/18/77 864 DC-8-63F/73F to Seaboard World.
Sale (D). 12/29/77 866 DC-8-63F/73F to Seaboard World.

Source: CAB Form 41; 1 AC liq Form 0-312
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PAN MIER[CAN WORLD

-7-3 1.977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

3-707-30F i0 7 .7

3-707-300C , V!  , 0 1

H - 4 7 - .0 0 '' ' 44 14 14< .

3-747-200F I"

3-747-200C

DC:-9-33?

X-8-307?

DC-8-61CF

DC- -o2C7

DC-8-437

DC.-&-637/737

X- 10-3C1

TOTALS 16 14 8 8 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 5

1. 0-/87--o A

1. Sale (F). 03/08/77 N459PA B-707-321F to ATASCO.

Sa e (F). 06/12/77 N449PA R-707-321F to ATASCO.
Sale (F). 06/29/77 N447PA B-707-321F to ATASCO.

2. Saile (F). 09/30/77 N79OPA B-707-321C to ATASCO.

3. Sale (F). 06/29/77 N452PA B-707-321F to Trans Mediterranean Airways.
Sale (F). 10/20/77 N448PA B-707-321F to ATASCO.
Sale (F). 06/28/78 N457PA B-707-321F to ATASCO.
Sale (F). 10/23/79 N473PA B-707-321F to RONAIR.
Unknown.

4. Lease (F). 03/30/78 N79IPA B-707-321C to Maufrick International
5. Unknown.
6. Sale (F). 02/26/79 N791PA B-707-321C to ATASCO.
7. Unknown.
8. Sale (P). 03/13/79 N793PA B-707-321C to ATASCO.
9. Sale (P). B-747-20OF to Japan Airlines.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC IIq Form 0-312
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RICH 1NTERNIM IomAL AIRW4AYS

TPE 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
AMZRAWT JA JU JA -JLJ J A M JW J7 A U A

3- -0--300-

3-707-300C

3-747-1007

3-747-200?

3-747-ZOOC

* DC-8-33F

DC-8-507

DC-8-6 iCy

DC-8-6iCy

XC-8-6201

DC-8-63F/73P

C- 10-30cC?

TOTALS T

NOTES:

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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SEABOARD WORLD

YPE 1977 1978 1979 190 1981 1982 1983

3-707-30F

3-707-300C

3-747-1007

3-747-200F 2

3-747-20C

OC-8-33F

DC-8-50C?

OC-8-6 C?

DC-8-62Cr

x4-.-63F

X-8-63F/73F I 6 4 5 43 4 34 05

3C- 10-IC!

X- 1-30C 1 0 5

TO'L&.s 8 6 8 6 7 6 8 8

NOTES:

1. (:rashed. 03/31/77 N8635 DC-8-63F Destroyed in Niger.

Leased (F). Various DC-8-63F to Saudi, ONA, Icelandic, Thai, IACC.
2. Leased (F). DC-8-63F to Air India.

Leased (F). DC-8-63F to Icelandic.
3. Sale (UNK). 04/30/79 N8639 DC-8-63F to (Not Reported).
4. Leased (F). DC-8-63F to Saudi.
5. Airline Merged with Flying Tigers.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC FHq Form 0-312
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I'RA,SA_R I t A AIRLINES

TYPE 977 1.978 1979 19o 1961 1982 1983
,ZRCR ,, . JAN I r JAN ,' JA' i ML JA MJM7i JAL

3-707-3007_

3-707-300C

3-747-10OF

3-747-2007

3-747-200C 1 2 3 1 3 3

DC-.-33F

OC-8-507

X-8-50C7P

X-8-61L'p 1

C-8-62cp

DC-8-63F/737 6 6 6 s- 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

ac10-10c?

X-10-30C? 3 3 .3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

rOTALS 12 11 11 12 15 I6 17 17 18 18 18 18

NOT S:

I. Lease (T)). 02/01/78 N8955U DC-8-62CF to Flying Tigers Line.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq lorm 0-312
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I['\AS i:()R.D AIRI RINES

TYPE 1977 1978 1 1979 190 10981 1982 1983
AIRCRAr J U~~ L JTA M~ JA 1 JiT JA JU-XNJLJNJ
3-707-3001 - - T 2 1 ) -

5-707-300C 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 13 04

3-747-1007

3-747-2007

3-747-200C

DC-8-33F

DC-8-507

DC-8-50c?

,-8-6 tCF

DC-.-62Cp

DXC-.-63F

IC---63?/73Y

DC:- LO- tOCl

X-10-30C7
To= -F77115 15 12 3 3 3 1

NOT|S j

I. Sale (F). 03/01/78 N:5773T B-707-300C to Trans Mediterranean Airways.
Sale (D). 07/03/78 N15713 B-707-300C to Global International Airways.

Sale (F). 08/29/78 N5772T B-707-300C to Guinness Peat Aviation.
2. Sale (F). 11/15/78 N5774T B-707-300C to Fast Air Carrier LTDA.

Sale (D). 03/26/79 N1471 B-707-300C to Air Cargo Equipment Corp.
Lease (F). 04/01/79 N1571 B-707-300C to, Guinness Peat Aviation.
Lease (). 04/28/79 N791TW B-707-300C to Global International Airways.
Lease (F). 05/15/79 N15711 B-707-300C to Guinness Peat Aviation.
Sale (F). 02/18/82 786TW B-707-300C to Gutinness Peat Aviation.
Sale (F). 02/27/81 789TW B-707-300C to Aeronautics and Aeronautics

Services (Panama).

Still Owned 788TW B-707-300C.
Sale (F). 792TW B-707-300c to Foreign Airline (Unk)(Mr. William Hatch).

3. Still owned 789TW B-707-300C.

Still owned 1793T B-707-300C
4. Stili owned 794TW B-707-300C.

Sou ce: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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UNITFD AIRLINES

1977 1978 1.979 L9SQO 1961 1982 1983

3-707-3007

3-707-30C

3-747-1007

s-747-2007

3-747-20C

OC-8-331

DC8-5OF 5 7 141 14 14 14 1 4  2

i ,3DC-8--50C7

DC-8.6 LC?/

DC-8-62C?

DC-a-63F

Dc--63?1737

C-IO,-30C

- - - - - , -- -

T~AS15 15 1 _14 14 _14 14

NOTES•

1. Crashed. 12/18/77 N8047 Destroyed at Salt Lake City.
2. Still own and operate 14 DC-8-54F Airframes.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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Wfu f-W: 4 1'~ IR! !iNE(

1977 1978 1979 19 0 1981 1982 1983
A ICRA2T JAN I JUL JAN "L I JAN Jul J J Jul J -&I

3-707-300F

3-707-300C 1 I 1 I 1 1 01

3-747-1007

3-747-200

3-747-200C

OC-4-33F

.C-8-507

DC-8-50C7

De-&-6 IC?

DC-8-62Cp

DC- -63?

OC-8-637/737

XD-10-10c?

X- 0,30C?

NOTES:

1. Sale (F). 05/16/80 N1504W B-707-347C to Middle Fist Airlines.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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WORLD i !'WAYS

TPE 1977 1978 1979 19qO 1961 1982 1963
AI~RCRAFT J~i _AN JANl JUL JVL 1JA JUL JA L JA

3-707-300F

3-707-300C I 1 0 I

3-747-1007 1 1 1 I I 1 1 05

5-747-2007

3
3-747-200C 2 2- 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 2

DC-a-33?

OC-8-507

DC-8-5OCT.DIC4- icy

DC-8-6 CY
,X-.&-62C?

DC-a-4637
44

OC--63T/7371 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4

e- LO-LOC?

DC-10-30CY 2 3 6 9 9 9 9' 84  8

TOTALS 7 8 8 II 12 15 15 17 17 17 16 115 14

NO r -S:

I. Unknown. Airline did not own or lease B-707-300C according to CAB Forms

Dated 12/31/78.
2. Sale (F). 05/27/80 N80JWA I)C-8-63F/73F to Sultan of Oman.

3. Still Owned. N748WA B-747-273C.
4. Crashed. 01/23/82 47821 DC-IO-3OCF Destroyed in Accident.
5. Lease (F). B-747-IOOF to Foreign Lessee (Unknown).

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC |iq Form 0-312
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ZANTOP INT'ERINATIONAL AIRLINES

TYPE 1977 1978 1979 19 0 1981 1982 1983

3-707-300F

5- 707-300C

3-747-1007

&-747-ZOO

3-747-Z00C

DC-8-337

DC-8-501 1 1 1 01 1 1

DC4- 50cy

DC-4-61CY

DC--62Cy
X84"37

DC-4-637/73?

Do L0- LOc?

C- 10-30CY

1 1 l'l1

NOTES:

1. Still Owned. Temporarily Aberrated.

Source: CAB Form 41; MAC Hq Form 0-312
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TABLE III-I

NUMBER OF AIICRAFT IN CRAF
BY TYPE

(1973-1983)

TYPE 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

AIICPAFT Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan NET

B-707-300F 31 28 18 16 6 5 5 5 5 3 2 2 2 -29

B-707-300C 11 10 9 9 6 4 4 1 0 0 7 8 8 -3

B-474-J0OF 7 10 13 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 13 +6

B-474-200F 5 6 6 6 6 6 12 13 17 17 17 17 16 +11

B-474-200C 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 5 6 5 5 5 +3

DC-8-33F 2 4 5 3 5 4 4 4 2 1 0 0 1 -1

DC-8-50F 15 15 14 14 14 14 15 2 2 2 1 2 4 -11

DC-8-50CF 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 +1

DE-8-61CF 5 4 4 5 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 +3

DC-8-62CF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 NZ

OC-8-63F 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 ?C

OC-8-63F/73F 35 33 31 31 31 31 31 30 30 28 29 29 31 -4

DC-10-10CF 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6' 5 4 4 4 5 -3

DC-10-30CF 3 5 5 7 6 9 9 13 13 13 13 12 12 +9

TOTAL 133 134 124 124 113 116 124 110 110 105 109 110 115 -18
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TABLE 111-2
SUMMARY OF CHANGES

CRAF CARGO AIRCRAFT COMPOSITION
I JAN 1977 VS. 1 JAN 1983

TYPE AIRCRAFT 1977 1983 CHANGE

B 707 42 10 -76%

B-747 14 34 +143%

DC-8 66 54 -18%

DC-10 11 17 +55%

TOTAL 133 115 -14%

IDE-BODY LOWER 1.713 2.225 +30%
LOBE CAPA 1ITY

N4AR1RJ-BODY
CARO CAPOCITY 7.610 4.964 -35%

WIDE-BODY MAIN DECK
CARGO CAPACITY 4.135 9.152 +121%

TOT AL 13.458 16.341 +21%
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TABLE 111-4
SUMM4ARY

CRAF DELETIONS BY TYPE AIRCRAFT
1977-1982

Sales to Sales to Leases to Leases to
Trans- Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign Still Destroyed

AIRLINE actions Purchaser Purchaser Lessor Lessor Owned In Crash

B-707-300F 19 5 8 6

B-707-300C 21 2 13 3 3

B-747-100F 4 3 1

B-747-200F 6 4 1 1

B-747-200C 0

OC-8-33F 3 3

DC-8-50F 17 1 15 1

[C-8-50CF 0 3

DC-8-61CF 4 3 1

DC0-8-62CF 0

DC-8-63F 7 1 5 1

DC-8-63/73F II 8 1 2

DC-10-1OCF 4 4

OC-10-30CF 2 1 1

TOTAL 98 34 24 4 11 22 3

SUMMARY

Type Sale/Lease Sale/Lease
Aircraft Domestic Foreign Total

B-707 in 24 34
B-747 7 2 9
DC-8 16 9 25
DC-10 5 0 5
Total 38 35 73
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TABLE 111-5

CAROO AIiCRAFT LEASED OUT BY AIRLINES YEAR END 1981

Lessor Lessee No. of Aircraft Type Aircraft

American Global (D) 1 B-707-320C
Global-Subleased

to Saudia (F) 1 B-707-320C

Capitol UTA (F) 1 D2-8-50C

Evergreen ONA-Subleased
to Saudia (F) 1 DC-8-61C

Fying Tigers Air India (F) 2 DC-8-63C
Challenge (D) 1 ID-8-50C
ONA-Subleased

to Sandia (F) 1 OC-8-63C
ONA (D) 2 DC-8-63C
Transamerica (D) 2 DC-8-63C

Overseas
National Elan Air (D) 1 DC-8-50C

Fying Tigers (D) 2 DC-8-63C
Flying Tigers
Subleased to
Metro Int'l (D) 1 DC-8-63C

Saudia (F) 1 B-707-320C
Wein Air Alaska (D) 1 DC-8-63C

Rosenbaum
Aviation Zantop (D) 1 OC-8-20F

Zantop (D) 1 D2-8-30F

Southern A.T. Aero Leon (F) 1 DC-8-20F

Transamerica Air Florida (D) 3 DC-10-30C
Flying Tigers (D) 5 DC-8-61C
Saudia (F) 1 B-747-200C

IVA Guinness Peat Sub-
leased to Faucett (F) 3 B707-320C

Guinness Peat Sub-
leased to Air Haiti I B-707-320C

Guinness Peat (F) 1 B-707-320C

World Viasa (F) 1 B-747-200C

Source: World Jet Airplane Inventory at year end 1981,. Boeing Comercial
Airplane Co., Seattle, Washington, June 1982.
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TABLE 111-5 (cont'd)
CARGO AIRCRAFT LEASED our BY AIRLINES

YEAR END 1981

1. SUMMARY:

Type 'Ibtal Number Domestic Foreign
Aircraft Leased Lessees Lessees

B-707-32XC 8 1 7
B-747-20)C 2 3 2
DC-8-20F 2 1 1
D[-8-30F 2 2 0
OC-8-50C 3 2 1
DC-8-61C 6 5 1
DC-8-63C 11 8 3
DC-10-30C 3 3 0

Total 37 22 15

2. SUMMARY:

Type Total Number Domestic Foreign
Aircraft Leased Lessees Lessees

B-707 8 1 (13%) 7 (87%)
B-747 2 0 (0%) 2 (100%)
DC-8 24 18 (75%) 6 (25%)
OC-10 3 3 (100%) 3, (0%1

37 22 (59%j _5 (41%)
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ICF-1SM DEC i982

Mr. Stanley Seltzer
Mobilization Representative
American Airlines, Inc.
Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport
Ft. Worth, TX '15261

eDear Sir,

A major research effort of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
a component of the National Defense University, involves examining the im-
pact of current economic trends on national mobilization capability. I
am a member of a research group examining economic pressures on the
ability of the airline industry to support the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
(CRAF). Specifically, our concern is with the changing composition and
the future projections for the long-range air cargo fleet. We have
examined data from the FAA, CAB and ATA to determine if trends exist to
support the thesis that the U.S. long-range air cargo fleet is undergoing
significant change through sales and long-term leases that would reduce
CRAP air cargo capability in a mobilization scenario.

We have found the available data fragmented and incomplete. In order
to compile an accurate and timely analysis, it is apparent that input
from the airline industry is needed. In other words, we need your help.
You will find attached a list of questions pertaining primarily to your
present and future air cargo fleet. Answers to these questions will
provide much needed data and be invaluable to our efforts. We recognize
that your future plans may be incomplete and your ability to disclose
them constrained. However, any information you can provide, or suggested
sources for the information, will be indeed welcome and sincerely
appreciated.

Thanks in advance for your cooperation. Your input will be most
beneficial and timely. If you have any questions, I can be reached at:
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Fort McNair, Washington, D.C.,
20319, Tel. 202-693-8184.

Sincerely,

1 Enal GARY C. ROSS
Ques. Lieutenant Colonel, USAF



Questions

I.. What is your current inventory (as of December 1982) of long-range cargo
aircraft (B-707, B-7'47, DC-8, DC-10)? If possible, please identify airframe
license number, aircraft type/series, status (owned, leased, NOA) and include
both cargo only and convertible airframes.

2. What is your company's current forecast of future requirements for
long-range cargo configured aircraft (expanding, contracting, level)?

3. Does your company have any plans to sell currently owned long-range cargo
aircraft if a buyer(s) can be found? If so, please indicate number, type and
ouyer(s) (if known).

14. Does your company have any plans to lease currently owned long-range cargo
aircraft to others? If so, please indicate number, type and lessee(s) (if
known).

5. Does your company plan to add long-range cargo aircraft to its fleet? If
so, please indicate number, type of aircraft and method (purchase or lease).

6. Does your company plan to replace currently owned long-range cargo
aircraft with newer aircraft? If so, please indicate type aircraft to be
replaced and type aircraft to be obtained as replacement.

7. What is your airline's policy regarding underutilized aircraft? Are they
put into storage? Sold? Leased? Flown, but at lower utilization rates?

8. If long-range cargo aircraft are stored, under what conditions
(maintenance) are they stored? What would be the minimum time required to
place them back in service? If cannibalization is permitted, how are such
cannibalizations recorded/tracked? Is the Military Airlift Command notified
when a CRAF committed aircraft is placed in storage?

9. If the Department of Defense should decide to adopt a CRAF enhancement
program, i.e., the modification of passenger aircraft to make them convertible
to cargo aircraft, what incentives would be most attractive to or necessary
for your company's participation in the program?

Attachment 1
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NATIONAL DEFENSE UNIVERSITY
INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE CF THE APMEC FORCES

". WASHINGTON, D C 20319
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ICAF 19 November 1982

Mr. Henry 'Jan ]ieszn

3oeing Military Airpla.e Company

1700 Nortn Moore Street, 20th Floor

Rosslyn, Virgini, 22209

Dear Mr. Van 3ieson,

4e greatly appreciate the time and inforration you dave provided us to late.
As we promised in our last meeti.:g, a written request for ad itona. informa-

tion not :Dntained in previoLisXI provideJ material, woulJ be forthcoming.

A orimary fui...on of industrial College of the Armed For:es ' , is to

explore, from an azaaemi as well as a pragmatic point of view, the abi'ity of

our ,zuntry to mobilize i's industrial base. Our nation's gl:ba strategy
requires an aoility to pr:ect f"crres. I'he ability to respond .apidly

requires long range Dasser; er and cargo airlift. For three Jecades, the -ivil
Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) ras proviled the mechanism through which ccnmercial

aircraft cou J be :.obiiz j. As you are aware, even with the CRAFF program,
DOD still lacks adeq ate :ar;o iir.ft capability. This reoognition has given

ri.se to the CRA7 Ennan-ement Program.

?resentlv, only tne 747 an! DC-ID are in Iuded in tne CRAF En.nan-7ent Prozr'a ..
The B-767, wnicn appears - nave potential As a CRAF carrier, is not presentl:.

inclJded despite tn.e fa t That a large number of the air frames will be enter-
ing domestic service in the iear term. Tnerefore, our :.AF Mobilization
Research Project ru-es... a rev;v w of the capability of t-e 767 to fill a :RAF
role.

Information proviled by Boeing to date has been most helpful. 7ne purpose of

this letter is to request adiitional information which will round out data
previously provided, and assict in our formulation of rec mendatins. T.he
information request is framed in terms of seven questions. The first two

qesiDnn are? ai.m.el at explorin~g the .sefu1.ness/-_oStS of th-; 767 as a RAF
passen.:er 1sset. questiins three .hr:.h sever. explore costs of the 797 as a
CRAF cargo -arrier. 7n all discussions of tne zargo floor, it is assumet tnat

a floor svstei similar t. the convertible 7J7 would be use- except the floor

wold be non-powered.



ICAF 
19 November 1982

Mr. ienr7 'Jan Gieson

Zn addition to the Jata requested in the attached questions, yoir thoughts on

now to make the --RAF Enhancement Program more attractive to U.S. airlines

would be cf great Denefit.

Yo'ir 2oontin';:r.; assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

I dnc FRANJK 4. -SO

uestions Stude Research Group Leader

CF:

33EN 2onn 3r..ffith
-iQ JAF/ .ET

Tne ?entagon
Washnrgton, D.C. 22030

C, C.Aenze Lindsey, Jr.
HQ I AC/TR

Scott AFB, :L 62225

t



QUESTION ONE: 3raph Aj82-124 charts payload range of the 330,000 lb VS the
360,000 lb .0W air frame. :s there a 345,000 lb version? If so, how does it
compare?

,U--S7IYN TWO: Anat is tne acquisition price differential between the 285,000
lb version and the 310,300 lb, 330,000 Ib, 345,000 lb, and the 360,000 1:? Is
there a difference in fuel or operating costs?

The preceding two questions are intended to provide information necessary to
judge the acceptability/aJvisability of using the 737 in a CRAF passenger
role. The following questions are intended to explbre the costs/advisaoility
of a3apting the 767 to a CRAF cargo role.

VUSIDN 7iREE: it is assumed that there is a relationship between the weight
carrying capacJty of a cargo floor and the cost ' iesign and install the
floor; that is, the higner tne floor loading cdcR;ity, the more expensive the

floor. Please provide yoir estinate of tie : ost to capatility relationship.

Cost of Floor
(Design & Install)

$ Load Capacity Per L63L Pallet
Position (LBS)

QU75r:DA F3UR: It is also assined that the haniling of rolling stock presents
a unique series of floor design problens, since the weight of the vehicle is
concentrated in a amall area; the contact arei of the tires. Please provide

your estimate of the relationship between floor cost (design and install) and
the per axle load carrying capability of the floor.

Floor Cost
(Design install)

$

Load Capac ity ?er Axle
(LBS)



QUESTI3N F'VE: uestion two addresses the costs associated with providing
adequate ',TT in tne air frame. Vuestions four and five address the cost of a
cargo floor at various desi;gn capacities. What is your estimated cost to in-
corporate the otner mo!ifications necessary to make the air frame a convertible
freignter?

- .':i S:X: Snart -32-91 RTN-2-25 ndicates a 3% increase in I/ASM for a

convertptle VS a standard 3ir frame. From your knowledge of the industry,
what does tnis eq1ate to in expecte' increased operating costs over a 16-year
air frame life?

.U r : u : :_t is a3suMe. tat the 31 increase is based upon increased
wei gt at irutable *o the :onvertitle modifications. It is also assumed tnat
the we4snt .rcrease wa.3 tsed 2n incoroorating into the 757 the same types of

ora strucztjrat naterials ,iseJ in the 747 modification. Is there a
relationship between using :aore expensive materials to strengthen the floor
4nd .ne 4eerea3c in life cycle operating costs associated with the decreased
weiznt. Said. simply, would we be better off investing on the front enL in a
"Iign tec3:nnolcgy f!Dor structure" anJ, as a result, save operating c osts for
tne next !5 years through lower weight?

osI of Floor

increaset perating Costs fDr Years
Attributable to the F'or

i.:=~t'- . --
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